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ABSTRACT

Deployment of local area networks in home environment requires implementing a
quality of service (QoS) mechanism that provides a good delay and jitter performance for
voice and video applications, both of which are common in home networks. A medium
access control (MAC) protocol is a mechanism for coordinating access to a shared
communication channel among a population of stations. QoS provision is an inherent
problem in all Ethernet-like MAC protocols, which do not have a central scheduler with
global information. A number of MAC protocols have been proposed to address this
problem but they have not been able to completely resolve the issue.
We propose a new protocol, referred to as the Distributed Dynamic Priority

Queuing (DDPQ) MAC protocol, which is similar to Ethernet and Distributed Fair
Priority Queuing MAC protocols, the latter of which is a MAC protocol for an emerging
HPNA (Home Phoneline Networking Association) technology. The proposed protocol
provides a better delay and jitter performance for real-time traffic in home networking
environment. This is shown by simulations, which compare the performance of the new
protocol against the above two existing protocols. A comprehensive literature survey is
also carried out to analyze some of the popular approaches taken to provide QoS in
Ethernet-like conditions.
Faculty Thesis Supervisor: Kai-Yeung Siu
Title: Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
VI-A Company Thesis Supervisor: Whay Chiou Lee
Title: Member of Technical Staff, Motorola, Inc.
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1. Introduction
In this thesis, we propose a novel Distributed Dynamic Priority Queuing (DDPQ)
MAC protocol, which is an enhancement of an existing Distributed Fair Priority Queuing
(DFPQ) MAC protocol. Our protocol provides good QoS capability to multimedia traffic
by dynamically adapting to changing levels and mix of offered loads.

1.1. Home Networking
Home networking is the term describing a local area network (LAN) setup in a
home environment that enables the connection and integration of multiple computing and
communication devices.

Until recently, home network has been largely ignored.

However, rapid proliferation of personal computers (PCs) and the Internet, advancements
in telecommunications technology, and progress in the development of smart devices
have increasingly emphasized the market potential of home networking. Furthermore, as
these growth and advancement trends continue, the need for simple, flexible, and reliable
home networks will greatly increase. It is estimated that by 2005 all consumer devices
that are not network ready will be obsolete. [FrHOO]
Consumer devices include both traditional data appliances like PC, handheld
PDAs, etc and multimedia appliances like TV, stereo, telephone, etc. Data traffic has
different set of requirements than multimedia traffic and their convergence puts a lot of
demand on the system. For example, multimedia applications have a very strict delay
requirement and are not so much concerned with dropping some frames--formatted
packets. For such applications, frames that are significantly delayed cannot be used for
reassembling the content and have to be discarded. On the other hand data transmissions
are non-real time and do not have a strict delay requirement, but they are very sensitive to
frame losses.

The problem facing the system then is the fair resolution of medium

contention among these diverse traffics so as to reconcile some seemingly conflicting set
of requirements.
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Protocols that are employed to coordinate access to a shared channel are often
referred to as MAC, or multi-access protocols. Traditional LANs consist of a multiaccess channel that is allocated among a set of stations competing for its use. A data
frame that arrives at a station is inserted in a first-in-first-out (FIFO) transmit queue
where the frame waits until it gets access to the channel so that it can be transmitted to its
destination. Traditional LANs were originally designed for best-effort data transmission
and are not suitable for the strict delay requirement of real-time multimedia traffic.
The Home Phoneline Networking Alliance (HPNA) is an association of industryleading companies working together to ensure adoption of a single, unified phoneline
networking standard and rapidly bring to market a range of interoperable home
networking solutions [HPNA].

HPNA technology uses the same pair of wires as the

existing analog telephone services to support a network in the home. The first version of
the HPNA technology, which was introduced in 1998, offers a 1 Mbps data rate and uses
the Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD) as its MAC
protocol.

The second version, known as HPNA 2.0, offers a 10 Mbps data rate and uses

the DFPQ MAC protocol to support integrated traffic classified into 8 priority levels.

1.2. Quality of Service
QoS is defined as the desired performance specification of the network (the
network service, data rate, expected performance, and other contractual information) as
specified in service level agreements (SLAs) between service providers and their
customers [CFFOO].

QoS is an important consideration for home networks because

communication resources are shared among a variety of service classes (e.g. internet
telephony, video, file transfer, Internet access, etc), such that there is a trade-off between
the efficiency of resource allocation and how well QoS is satisfied for all users. These
different service classes have different bandwidth and latency requirements that have to
be met by the network.
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The parameters for service provision in today's integrated networks include delay,
jitter, and packet loss ratio, in addition to a service contract that specifies transmission
rate requirements. Delay, the time from when the frame is received in the transmit queue
to its receipt at the destination, is an important metric for QoS because information
contained within the frame often has a time limit after which it becomes obsolete. If a
frame is delayed beyond its time limit, it has to be discarded by the receiving station.
This is especially true of real time applications. Jitter is the measure of the variation in
the delay metric. It is the difference between the highest and the lowest frame delay
readings.

A high jitter could result, for instance, in the flickering of screen in video

transmission. Frame loss ratio is important because it determines how often the packet
has to be retransmitted. Generally a high frame loss ratio would mean a high delay factor
and, consequently, poor QoS.
Non-real-time traffic, such as best-effort data, can tolerate higher delay and jitter,
whereas real-time traffic is generally characterized by its stringent delay and jitter
requirements.

Supporting QoS requirement is difficult in a distributed LAN system

because there is no central agent to schedule stations' channel access so as to meet their
QoS needs. Traditionally, different types of traffic with diverse QoS requirements are
assigned different priorities, so that these priorities may be used to implement different
packet handling procedures to provide differentiated services. It is to be noted, however,
that QoS differentiation is strictly speaking not equivalent to prioritization.
In a common approach for supporting integrated traffic, real-time traffic is
assigned a higher priority than non-real-time traffic, wherein higher priority traffic is
given preference in accessing channel resources so that it experiences smaller delay and
jitter than lower priority traffic. With proliferation of emerging multimedia applications,
there are increasingly more classes of real-time and non-real-time traffic with diverse
QoS requirements.

Thus, growing number of priorities are used in today's

communication systems to provide finer grain QoS.
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1.3. Medium Access Control
The MAC layer is one of two sub-layers that make up the Data Link Layer of the
Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) networking framework [BeG92]. It is responsible
for moving data packets to and from one station to another across a shared channel.
Some of the features of a MAC layer is the presence of a shared medium, a population of
users and a centralized or distributed scheduling algorithm that allocates transmission
opportunities among the users.
There are two basic kinds of MAC protocols: contention-free and contentionbased. While contention-free protocols feature scheduled transmissions either statically,
or adaptively among end users such that collisions are entirely avoided, contention-based
MAC protocols feature channel contention among end users wherein collisions are
possible. In this thesis, we focus on contention-based MAC protocols because of their
wide deployment (e.g., Ethernet), efficiency in handling bursty traffic, and scalability. In
most contention-free MAC protocols, idle users consume a portion of the channel
resources which become major in bursty traffic or when the number of potential users is
large. Contention-based MAC protocols, on the other hand, are more scalable to bursty
traffic and the number of users in the system. Idle users do not transmit and hence do not
consume any portion of the channel resources.
Contention-based MAC protocols have been studied extensively in the past and
have been deployed in a variety of wireless and wire-line networking environments
[RoS90]. They employ collision avoidance and collision resolution mechanisms. One
widely used way to minimize collision is carrier sensing. Stations sense the channel
before transmitting and if they find the channel busy, they defer their transmission until
the channel is idle for a pre-specified duration. This ensures that stations do not collide
with ongoing transmission. The duration of idle period could be the same for all stations
or could be a function of some state of the station (e.g. priority, arrival time, etc).
Collisions can still occur if two or more stations transmit at the same time and are
resolved using a variety of collision resolution algorithms. Typically, collision resolution
algorithm makes use of the feedback information on the contention outcome that is
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available to the users via the common channel. The users can either detect the state of the
common channel, or a centralized network entity can communicate that state to them.
Depending on the type of channel states (or channel feedback) that is available, different
collision resolution algorithms may be employed to resolve collisions. For the purpose of
this thesis, a contention cycle is defined as a packet-scheduling pattern that occurs
whenever the channel is idle and stations are competing for channel access. A contention
cycle is terminated by a successful transmission or a collision.
A hybrid approach is also common which attempts to combine the two general
MAC protocols. It is a contention-based reservation in that a contention-based approach
is used for transmission of reservation requests, and contention-free approach is used for
actual data transmission. Collisions involving actual data frames carry a high overhead
especially when the frames are large. Instead small slots are used to reserve the time slot
for actual data transmission.

These schemes derive their efficiency from the fact that

reservation periods are shorter than transmission periods by several orders of magnitude.

1.4. Outline of Thesis
This thesis is divided into 8 chapters, the contents of which are described below.
Chapter 2 summarizes some of the relevant MAC protocols for QoS provision in a
de-centralized multi-access channel and discusses their relative merits and demerits in
providing QoS.

All the protocols discussed are extensions of the popular CSMA/CD

MAC protocol.
Chapter 3 compares the throughput performance of two separate collision
resolution methods used by Ethernet and the protocol developed in this thesis.
Chapter 4 highlights the problems addressed in this thesis and the approaches
taken to do so. It also outlines the motivation behind the study.
Chapter 5 presents the new DDPQ MAC protocol.
Chapter 6 discusses the simulation models and parameters used for the simulation
purpose.

It summarizes and discusses the results obtained from the simulations and
19

compares the result for the new protocol against the benchmark protocols, namely DFPQ
and CSMA/CD.
Chapter 7 provides a conclusion to the thesis work.
Chapter 8 lists the references cited in the thesis work.
Finally, we provide an appendix to describe the traffic source models used for
performance evaluation, and Matlab' code for some algorithms used in the thesis.

IMatlab

is a registered trademark of The Mathworks, Inc.
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2. Survey of Contention-Based MAC Protocols
Since the DDPQ MAC protocol is a contention-based MAC protocol, we provide
a survey of some existing contention-based MAC protocols in this chapter.

2.1. ALOHA Protocols
A well known contention-based MAC protocol is the family of ALOHA
protocols.

Many LANs today implement some sophisticated variants of ALOHA

protocols. Because of their great popularity, analyses have been carried out for a large
number of variations. The protocols within the family differ in their transmission and
retransmission strategies and also in their adaptation to different circumstances and
channel features. The following section covers some of these variations.

2.1.1. Pure and Slotted ALOHA
The original version operates with continuous or unslotted time and is referred to
as Pure, or Unslotted, ALOHA [Abr70]. In this protocol, stations transmit their packets
as soon as they are generated. If there is a collision in the system, all colliding stations
schedule their retransmission at a random time in the future. The maximum throughput
for Pure ALOHA has been determined to be 1/(2e), based on an analysis that assumes an
infinite population and a Poisson packet arrival process [BeG92].
a packet (old or new) scheduled for transmission in time t.

Specifically, consider
Packet transmission is

successful when there is no packet scheduled for transmission in the time interval (t-T,
t+T), where T is the time it takes for a packet to be transmitted in the channel. The length
of this interval, 2T, is called the vulnerable period. Since packets are transmitted soon
after their arrival, the probability of success PU is given by the probability that no other
packet arrives in the vulnerable period (length 2T). Assuming a Poisson process,

PSC = ea-2e g
where g is the mean arrival rate.
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Packets are scheduled at the rate of g of which only a fraction P, is successful. Since
throughput S is defined as the fraction of time useful information is carried on the
channel, we get

S= g T

-

T

G=g-T
.-.S = G - e- 2 G
where G is the normalized offered load. At G = 1/2, S takes on its maximum value of
1/(2e).
A later version of the ALOHA protocol, which operates with discrete or slotted
time, and packets of a fixed size, is referred to as Slotted ALOHA [Rob75]. As with Pure
ALOHA, new arrivals are immediately scheduled for transmission in the next slot.
However, each transmission may start only at the beginning of a slot.

Slot length,

denoted T, is set to the duration of packet transmission. This means that a transmission is
successful if there is no other packet arrival in the time interval (t-T, t), i.e. the vulnerable
region is of length T. Thus, the throughput of Slotted ALOHA is

S=G-e-G
The maximum throughput for a Slotted ALOHA system occurs at G = 1 and has the value
of l/e.
Both Slotted and Pure ALOHA protocols have been shown to be unstable at high
load.

Fayolle et. al. [FLB74] prove that under high load condition the number of

backlogged packets in the slotted ALOHA system will grow to infinity. As a result no
packet will be transmitted and the expected delay for a packet will be infinite.
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2.1.2. Pseudo-Bayesian Algorithm
Rivest [Riv87] proposes a Pseudo-Bayesian algorithm as a way to stabilize
ALOHA. Instead of immediately offering newly arrived packets for contention, as is the
case in ALOHA, they are transmitted with a probability p, where p is varied depending
upon the estimate of the backlogged packet number.

An estimate n' of the backlog

number n is maintained. The probability of transmission p is then given by p = min (1,
1/n'). The algorithm essentially tries to achieve an attempt rate (G) of 1 for any slot.
When the backlog number is large, p is small and hence it is unlikely that two packets
will commence transmission in the same slot, thereby reducing the chances of collision.
The following rule is observed in updating the estimated backlog
n'(k + 1)= max (A, n'(k) + A -1) if success or idle
= n'(k) + A + (e - 2)- otherwise

X is an unknown too and is either estimated as the time average rate of successful
transmissions or is taken as a fixed value. Assuming that X is known and is a fixed value,
the expected delay for the pseudo-Bayesian algorithm is given by
W= e -1/2
1-2-e

As shown by Tsitsiklis [Tsi87] this system is stable for all values of X < l/e.
However as X approaches l/e, the delay becomes unbounded.

2.2. Tree Splitting Algorithm
The basic idea behind splitting algorithms is to inhibit the transmission of newly
arrived frames until all collided frames get transmitted. Following a collision, collided
packets choose one of the multiple slots allocated to resolve the collision. There are
various ways by which the stations involved in a collision could choose which allocated
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slot to transmit in. They could choose one of the slots randomly or they could use the
arrival time of their collided frames to determine the slot or they could use their
addresses, etc.
The most basic splitting algorithm is the tree algorithm [Cap77], [TsM78],
[Hay78]. The algorithm has a rooted binary tree structure; when a collision occurs in the
kth slot, the collided stations randomly split into two subsets. The first subset transmits
in the next slot (k + 1) and if the result is a success or an idle, the second subset transmits
in the slot afterwards (k + 2). However, if a collision occurs in k + 1, the first subset
splits again and the second subset waits for that collision to be resolved. In case of a
ternary-tree splitting, the collided stations randomly split into three subsets rather than
two. DFPQ employs ternary tree splitting with an important distinction. It uses mini
slots, compared to the data slots used in normal splitting algorithms, to establish a partial
ordering among the collided frames.

Stations transmit in the order they have been

organized.
Another popular splitting algorithm is the First-Come-First-Serve

(FCFS)

algorithm [BeG92]. In this method, the collided stations choose a subset based on the
arrival time of the collided frames. Each subset will consist of all packets that arrived in
some given interval. If a collision occurs again, this interval is split into two smaller
intervals. By always transmitting the earlier arriving interval first, the algorithm will
normally transmit successful packets in the order of their arrival time.

2.3. Ethernet Protocol and Extensions
Ethernet [MeB76] is a variation of the original Slotted ALOHA protocol.

It

augments the Slotted Aloha by utilizing carrier sensing i.e. instead of transmitting in the
next slot after a frame arrives, stations wait until the channel is idle for a predetermined
period. This avoids collision with an ongoing transmission. The Ethernet MAC protocol
was originally designed for best effort service and hence does not provide any QoS
support for real-time traffic. Simple as it is, the protocol does not have a scheme that
distinguishes between real-time traffic and non-real-time traffic. As explained later, it
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also suffers from an undesirable capture effect. A number of approaches that have been
proposed to overcome the capture effect phenomenon are also surveyed in this section.

2.3.1. CSMA/CD Ethernet
The Ethernet MAC protocol is based on CSMA/CD, which is specified in the
IEEE 802.3 standards document [802.3].

Incidentally, HiPNA 1.0 is also based on this

MAC protocol.
In the CSMA/CD MAC protocol (see Figure 2.1), a station that is ready to
transmit senses the channel and waits until the channel is idle. It defers contention while
the channel is busy. As soon as the station senses an idle channel for one inter-frame gap
(IFG), it transmits its frame. An IFG is defined as the predetermined delay between two
frame transmissions and is chosen such that all stations in the system perceive an idle
channel i.e. no station will transmit when any station in the channel is still hearing a
transmission.

In the event of a collision, the protocol utilizes a Truncated Binary

Exponential Backoff (TBEB) scheme for collision resolution [MeB76]. In this collision
resolution scheme, a station involved in collision waits a random number of slots which
is uniformly distributed between 0 and

2 min(k,

10)

_

1 where k is the number of collisions

suffered by the frame, before it tries to retransmit the frame. After a maximum of 16
retransmissions, the frame is discarded. The flow-charts in Figure 2.1 and Figure 2.2
describe the operation of the CSMA/CD MAC protocol.
A station is said to be one-persistent if upon sensing the channel to be busy, it
does not defer its access attempt, but continues listening until the channel becomes idle
whereupon it attempts transmission [ToK75].

A station is p-persistent if it defers its

access attempt for some period of time with a probability of i-p. The persistence feature
has been used to enhance the QoS capability in some CSMA/CD-like MAC protocols
[ChR85].
It has been shown that under moderate to high loads, TBEB results in a channel
capture effect where a single host sends a lot of frames in succession while other nodes
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are forced to wait a long time to access the channel [YaR94].

Capture effect occurs

because only the "winning" station of a contention attempt gets to reset its collision
counter.

Recall that under TBEB, each station updates its collision counter

independently, and only in response to a successful transmission attempt.

During a

contention interval, when several stations are contending for the channel, it is expected
that each of them would possess a non-zero collision counter value. Eventually, when
one of the stations gains access to the channel and transmits successfully, it will reset its
collision counter. Note that at the next end-of-carrier event, all other stations will still
have non-zero collision counter values. Thus, the "winning" station is free to transmit its
next frame immediately, while other active stations must continue to backoff, resulting in
a probabilistic last-in-first-out scheduling discipline that would impose considerable
variations in contention access delay. In the event of a collision, the newly arrived frame
chooses a much smaller backoff period compared to the frames that have been colliding
repeatedly. As a result, the same station is likely to win the second time and the third
time and so on, such that it transmits a stream of frames while other stations are forced to
wait a long period of time before they can transmit. This phenomenon is known as a
capture effect. Note that the capture effect enables a "lucky" host to monopolize the
channel. The capture effect is especially detrimental for real-time applications. It has
been shown that in the presence of a bursty traffic (with a burst size as small as 10KB)
the capture effect severely degrades audio/video performance even at low network usage
of 10-15%. [ToD96]
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Figure 2.1: CSMA/CD MAC Protocol
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2.3.2. Binary Logarithm Arbitration Method (BLAM)
In [Mol97], Molle proposes a MAC protocol that is interoperable with the
standard IEEE 802.3 MAC protocol. This protocol was motivated by the need to address
the capture effect in CSMA/CD. In this MAC protocol, a binary logarithmic arbitration
method (BLAM) is introduced for collision resolution. Each station provides a collision
counter that is incremented when any active station is involved in a collision, and reset
when any station successfully transmits a burst of frames or after the station ceases
transmitting for a predetermined period. Thus, the collision counters of transmitting and
non-transmitting stations are updated symmetrically. Each station that is involved in a
collision generates a random backoff delay from its collision counter using truncated
exponential distribution. The station transmits its data after the backoff delay, unless
another station is transmitting on the shared channel, in which case the station waits for
the channel to become idle. Meanwhile if there is a collision in the channel, a new
collision resolution cycle is triggered. It is worth contrasting the BLAM approach to the
original CSMA/CD where stations only update their counter following their own activity.
Because the collision counters of transmitting and non-transmitting stations are updated
symmetrically in this method, we do not see the capture effect phenomenon.

2.3.3. Methods based on IFG Modification
Kalkunte, et al., have devised a number of methods that modify the IFG to address
the capture effect in CSMA/CD. In one method [KaM98], if a station has just transmitted
a frame and has another in its queue, then it must wait the IFG plus an additional slot
time. The additional slot time pause allows other stations with frames waiting to acquire
the channel.
In a more sophisticated method [KKM98], the delay times in Ethernet network
devices are modified by adding an integer multiple of a delay interval to the minimum
IFG, and decrementing the integer in each network station in response to a carrier sense.
Each station has a unique integer value from the range of zero to the number of stations
(n) minus one. The unique integer value ensures that each station has a different delay
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interval in accessing the media after sensing an idle channel. The station having a zero
integer value will get first access to the channel and it resets its integer counter to (n-i)
after transmitting successfully.

If it does not have any frame to transmit, it enters a

deferral state where it waits out the remaining period in the contention cycle. All stations
having nonzero integer values decrement their respective integer counters upon sensing a
transmission. Thus the method of Kalkunte, et al. offers fair access by rotating indexes.
Each station also includes a deferral timer that counts the maximum delay interval of (n1) delay intervals plus the minimum IFG value, and thus establishes a bounded access
latency for a half-duplex shared network.
This scheme scales poorly because the access latency bound increases linearly
with the number of stations. In addition, the system incurs an overhead for idle stations.
This overhead increases linearly with the number of stations. Besides, all stations in the
system need to monitor the arrival or departure of stations in the network since n should
be known accurately for the algorithm to work correctly. This might require significant
overhead since stations can join in or leave the network at any time, thus requiring some
signaling mechanism to inform the rest of the network when a station leaves the network
or just establishes connection.

2.3.4. Longest-Waiting-Time-First Collision Resolution
In [SoK96], Sobrinho and Krishnakumar proposed an overlay mechanism to
Ethernet's MAC protocol that provides QoS guarantees to real-time traffic. The approach
relies on the ability of the network interface cards to sense channel activity and, in
addition, requires only that those cards be capable of sending jam signals of pre-specified
duration.

Real-time host follows conventional Ethernet rules at the beginning of a

session, possibly using a more expedite retransmission algorithm, to transmit its first
frame. Subsequent frames are transmitted according to an overlay mechanism.
When a transmitting host detects a collision, it withholds its frame transmission
but continues to jam the channel up to a pre-specified maximum allowed interval of time.
This maximum duration is a direct function of the host's contention delay, measured from
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the time that the access attempt has been scheduled until the host perceives the medium to
be idle for an IFG interval. The jamming signal transmitted following a collision is called
a black burst and is transmitted in discrete blocks called the black slot. The winner
among contending hosts is thus the one that has been waiting the longest for access to the
channel.
The collision resolution process distinguishes between a real time station and a
non-real-time station. While real time stations utilize the jamming mechanism described
above, non-real-time stations use the traditional TBEB mechanism to resolve collisions.
And since they jam the channel immediately following a collision and are not randomly
re-scheduled, real time sources have priorities over the data sources.

Data source is

blocked out until all real-time sources transmit their frames. Note that this first-comefirst-serve collision resolution mechanism eliminates capture effect.
This protocol implicitly assumes that all real-time frames have the same delay
requirement. It therefore gives channel access to the real-time station that has waited the
longest. However, real-time traffics often have varying delay requirements in which case
this method performs poorly. For instance, a frame that has been waiting for a long time
would get access to the channel over a frame that has waited less even though the first
frame could tolerate considerably higher delay than the latter frame.

2.4. Prioritized Contention-Based MAC Protocols
While capture effect is a huge problem for supporting real-time traffic on Ethernet
MAC protocol, it is not the only problem.

CSMA/CD MAC protocol is a best effort

service i.e. it does not differentiate between real-time traffic and data traffic. In essence,
both real-time traffic and data traffic are treated as equal even though the former has a
strict delay bound whereas the latter can tolerate long delays. The approaches in the
previous section for resolving capture effect fail to address this shortcoming of
CSMA/CD.
A popular approach for enhancing the QoS capability of CSMA/CD implements
priorities among different service classes. The priority values are then used to vary the
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frame delay in a differentiated manner. A contending frame can experience two kinds of
It could incur a collision avoidance delay before being transmitted so as to

delays.

minimize the probability of collision (for example, deferring transmission when a station
finds a busy channel). It could also incur a delay when it collides and then undergoes
collision resolution.

This is called the collision resolution delay.

One approach of

prioritization varies the collision avoidance delay, so that higher priority frames enjoy
preference over lower priority frames in gaining access to the channel as lower priority
frames must defer initial contention in favor of higher priority frames. Another method
varies the collision resolution delay, so that higher priority frames have smaller collision
resolution delays than lower priority frames. Other methods exist that utilize a hybrid of
the two methods described above.
In a prioritized contention-based MAC protocol, two types of collisions could
occur: intra-priority collisions and inter-priority collisions.

An intra-priority collision

occurs when two or more stations of the same priority transmit at the same time. An
inter-priority collision occurs when two or more stations of different priorities transmit at
the same time. A prioritized contention-based MAC protocol could be designed to permit
only intra-priority collisions. In this case, transmission resources are divided exclusively
among service classes of different priorities. It could also be designed to permit both
types of collisions. For example, all active stations, regardless of their priorities, may be
permitted to contend for access to the channel initially, and only when they collide is a
priority scheme utilized to impose different collision resolution delays to resolve the
collision.
In this section, we present some of the popular protocols that use priority levels
for QoS support.
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2.4.1. Wait-Before-Transmit Priority Ethernet (WBTPE)
In [ObD93], Obaidat and Donahue propose a scheme for introducing priorities
into the CSMA/CD protocol.

In their scheme, referred to as WBTPE, each frame

incorporates a random delay before transmission to allow higher priority frames first
opportunity to transmit, and a collision delay which allows higher priority frames first
opportunity to transmit following collisions.

Specifically, the waiting is randomly

selected from a range bounded between two values that depend on the slot time and the
priority index of the frame. After a collision, an affected frame must wait and sense the
channel for a period of time that is proportional to the slot time and the priority index of
the frame.
The contention delay

td

experienced by a frame is computed as a function of its

priority and given by

1.5 -p - tsiot

td

51. 5 -(p +. 5 )- tsiot

where p is the priority and t,;,0 is the length of priority contention slot. The smaller the
value of p, the greater the priority of the frame.
A value of td is chosen randomly between the bounds so as to reduce the number
of collisions between frames of equal priority. Higher priority frames get preference over
lower priority frames because their contention delay period is shorter.
In the collision resolution process, a station automatically waits and senses the
channel for td (= 2 * p * t,1.).

If, during this wait period, there is an attempted

transmission, the station waits for the completion of the transmission and repeats
contention algorithm, else it implements the TBEB collision resolution algorithm of the
CSMA/CD MAC protocol.
This approach suffers from excessive intra-priority collisions when the offered
load is high in any priority. The randomization scheme is not very effective because the
width of the period in which randomization occurs is less than a slot (worst-case
propagation delay). Note that IFG length is equal to the slot length and that the IFG
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length is determined such that stations can hear the transmission from any other station in
the channel. Since the contention delays chosen by the stations are separated by less than
IFG, the transmissions are more likely to collide.

2.4.2. Method based on Sharing of Contention Mini-Slots among Priority Classes
Ruszczyk, et. al. propose a contention-based reservation system for supporting
multiple priority classes [RLC99a].

This prior system is based on a MAC protocol

framework with contention-based reservation, also proposed by Ruszczyk, et al.
[RLC99b].

In this framework, mini-slots are used for transmission of reservation

requests in a contention-based approach whereas actual data are transmitted contentionfree in data slots. Mini-slots are considerably shorter than transmission periods and hence
entail smaller collision overhead; the ratio of mini-slot size to the transmission period
determines the efficiency of the approach.
The prior system resolves collisions of reservation requests using a combination
of probabilistic tree splitting and FCFS splitting techniques.

The collision resolution

procedure utilizes the FCFS splitting technique to select a collision resolution interval,
and provides two contention mini-slots to improve the likelihood of successful
reservations. Each contending user transmits a reservation request in a randomly selected
contention mini-slot.

Two contention mini-slots are provided for a predetermined

maximum number of collision resolution iterations, after which only one contention minislot is provided.
A centralized controller allocates mini-slots for transmission of reservation
requests among the stations. At the beginning of each contention cycle, the centralized
controller transmits an entry poll message that includes feedback information for each
contention mini-slot in the preceding contention cycle and an assignment of contention
mini-slots for the current contention cycle. The system considers three kinds of feedback
from a contention mini-slot. There could either be a SUCCESS or a COLLISION or an
IDLE. The aggregate feedback state for the priority class is a function of the feedback
states for all of the contention mini-slots assigned to that priority class. Specifically, the
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aggregate feedback state is IDLE if the result is IDLE for all contention mini-slots;
COLLISION if the result is COLLISION for at least one contention mini-slot; and
SUCCESS otherwise. If the priority class is allocated zero contention mini-slots in a
contention cycle, then the aggregate feedback state for the priority class takes on the
value NONE, and the priority class is said to have sat out or be on vacation for the
contention cycle.
In the prioritized system, the centralized controller allocates a variable number of
contention mini-slots to each priority class, such that inter-priority collisions are avoided.
The centralized controller keeps track of the feedback for each contention mini-slot, and
for each priority class, determines an aggregate feedback state. Based on the aggregate
feedback state the scheduler determines a preferred allocation of contention mini-slots,
which it then uses to determine an actual allocation of contention mini-slots.
If the available number of contention mini-slots for a given contention cycle is
less than the sum of the preferred numbers of contention mini-slots, the centralized
controller allocates mini-slots in such a way that some of the priority classes get less than
their preferred number of contention mini-slots. Essentially, the controller attempts to
meet the requirements of higher priority classes, and allocates contention mini-slots to the
lower priority classes only if contention mini-slots are available. On the other hand, if
there is any mini-slot in excess of the sum of the preferred numbers of contention minislots, the remaining mini-slots are assigned one at a time to priority classes having zero
contention mini-slots. If there are still more mini-slots remaining then they are assigned
again one at a time to priority classes having one contention mini-slot. This process is
repeated until either all contention mini-slots have been assigned or all priority classes
have been assigned their maximum number of contention mini-slots.

2.5. Emerging MAC Standards for Home Networks
Many MAC protocols have emerged for home networks. They can be separated
into wire-line (e.g., HPNA) and wireless (e.g., IEEE 802.11, HiperLAN) technologies.
Because collision detection mechanism is not available in wireless medium, these
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technologies are fundamentally different. In this section, we survey HPNA 2.0, IEEE
802.11, and HiperLAN MAC protocols.

2.5.1. HPNA 2.0
HPNA 2.0 MAC protocol supports eight priorities and is essentially a distributed
Head-of-Line-Priority (HOLP) queuing discipline [FrHOO], [G.pntOO]. In HOLP, a frame
of a given priority is not served unless there is no higher priority frames pending
transmission [Dai87]. The protocol does not support preemption, so a new arrival of a
given priority must wait for the current frame transmission to end regardless of the
priority of the frame.
In the first contention cycle upon start-up all active stations contend for channel
access with the same lowest priority. Subsequently, inter-priority collisions are avoided
by using separate contention slots for different priorities. All contention cycles consist of
eight contention slots, each assigned to a separate priority level, ordered from high to low
priorities. A user of a given priority class may not transmit in any contention slot of a
higher priority. On the other hand, the user is permitted to transmit in any contention slot
of its own or a lower priority, the latter case being an exception rather than a rule. Intrapriority collisions are resolved via a ternary tree splitting algorithm with partial ordering.
Each frame is prioritized a priori based on its need for QoS support.

These

priorities are used to determine the contention delay of a frame. Higher priority frames
commence transmission in earlier contention slots and acquire channel before the lower
priority frames. Note that this is a strict priority scheme, i.e. lower priority frames always
defer to higher priority frames.
Although not a feature for QoS support, the collision resolution process of HPNA
2.0 MAC protocol employs a separate collision resolution mechanism, Distributed Fair
Priority Queuing (DFPQ), that provides better performance than the TBEB mechanism of
CSMA/CD [FrHOO], [G.pntOO].

A period after each collision (following an IFG) is

divided into three signal slots as shown in Figure 2.3.

A collided station randomly

chooses one of the slots and transmits a Backoff Signal in the slot. Note that more than
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one station can transmit a Backoff Signal in the same signal slot, in which case they
collide again. In essence, collision is resolved by means of a stack operation utilizing a
collision resolution tree, which consists of three signal slots at each node.

Because

collision is resolved immediately and collided frames are transmitted before new arrivals,
DFPQ does not exhibit the capture effect seen in TBEB. Access delay in DFPQ stays
bounded even in the presence of excess load [FrHOO]. This may be contrasted to TBEB
where delay can be very high when the offered load is excessive.
Specifying priority levels for differentiated contention and resolving collisions
with tree-splitting algorithm are common approaches for extending CSMA/CD. What is
new to DFPQ though is the partial ordering through signal slots following a collision.
The avoidance of any idle contention slots, in contrast to normal splitting algorithms,
more than compensates for the small overhead of 3 signal slots required to establish the
ordering. Each station keeps a Backoff Level (BL) and Maximum Backoff Level (MBL)
counter.

A BL counter indicates how many successful transmission of its priority a

station has to wait before it can start contending again. An MBL counter specifies the BL
value for a newly arrived packet.

All stations monitor collision events and use the

Backoff Signals to compute/update their BL and MBL values.

The station(s)

corresponding to the signaling slot 0 gets first access to the channel, followed by the
station(s) corresponding to slot 1 and so on (a partial ordering is established among the
frames that collided).
Note that stations with higher priority waiting frames may pre-empt the collision
resolution process by transmitting in a contention slot earlier than the one in which the
previous collision occurred. This means that higher priority frames do not wait for the
collision to be resolved; only frames of the same priority or lower do.

COLLISION

IFG

SIGO

SIG1

I

SIG2

I TRANSMISSION

Figure 2.3: HPNA 2.0 Collision Resolution Mechanism
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HPNA 2.0 MAC protocol has a few undesirable deficiencies.

Intra-priority

collisions are excessive when the offered load at any priority is high. Recall that the
protocol has a rigid priority scheme, i.e. lower priorities always defer to higher priorities.
Hence it does not effectively provide QoS guarantee for low priority users. Specifically, it
is difficult to allocate bandwidth fairly, such that there can be some rate and/or delay
guarantees for each priority class. Inter-priority collision avoidance may cause indefinite
blocking to low priority frames. When only a few low priorities are present, channel
resources are wasted because the contention slots allocated to all higher priorities must be
waited out. Also since the scheme does not allow preemption, even the delay suffered by
higher priority frames may be large in the presence of large data frames

2.5.2. IEEE 802.11
Another competing technology for home environment is the IEEE 802.11 MAC
protocol, which has been adopted as a wireless standard by the IEEE body. This MAC
protocol defines two access methods: Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) also
known as Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) and
Point Coordination Function (PCF) [ChG97].
The CSMA/CA MAC protocol [ChG97] is an adaptation of 802.3 CSMA/CD for
wireless environment and features collision avoidance scheme since collision detection is
not available in wireless environment. Like CSMA/CD, it is a best effort model but is
expected to have a worse QoS performance due to greater interference from neighboring
stations, absence of collision detection capability, and presence of hidden stations. The
CSMA/CA MAC protocol defines two forms of medium contention: basic access method
and channel access using Request to Send (RTS) / Clear to Send (CTS) frames.
In the basic access method, a station senses the channel before initiating
transmission. If the channel is idle for an interval greater than IFG, it starts transmitting.
If the channel is busy, it defers until after the channel is detected to be idle for IFG and
then generates a random backoff period for an additional deferral time before
transmitting.

This further deferral minimizes collisions if multiple stations are
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contending and is needed because there is no collision detection mechanism in wireless
medium.

Immediate positive acknowledgements are used to determine successful

reception of data packets. In case an acknowledgement is not received, as is the case
when there is a collision, the frame is presumed lost and a retransmission is scheduled.
If the data frame is large, it is better to use a different access scheme specified in
the CSMA/CA protocol. The sender sends a RTS frame and the receiver responds with a
CTS frame if it is ready to receive. A successful exchange of the RTS and CTS frames
reserves the channel for the time duration needed to transmit the actual data frame. Since
the RTS and CTS frames are small compared to the data frame, this scheme allows a fast
collision detection and transmission path check. The rules for the transmission of the
RTS frame are the same as those for data frames under basic access method. CTS frame
is transmitted as an acknowledgement to the RTS. The overhead of RTS and CTS frames
is justified only when the data frame is significantly larger than RTS and CTS frames.
The PCF [ViZ95] protocol specified as an alternative contention resolution
method in the MAC layer protocol of IEE802.11 is designed to accommodate those
services that have a strict delay requirement. It is a connection-oriented time division
multiplexing access (TDMA) scheme, and provides contention free access to the polled
stations. The access point is the point coordinator for a coverage area and it maps a
prioritizing scheme to determine which station has the right to transmit. The station with
the highest priority is polled first followed by the second highest and so on.
While wireless transmission would be a very attractive feature for home
networking, 802.11 needs a better QoS support to be suitable for home networking. Of
the two protocols outlined in the specifications for 802.11, CSMA/CA is a best effort
service and does not support QoS requirements. And even PCF, which was claimed to be
suitable for real-time traffic, has been shown to perform poorly for integrated data and
voice transmission and is not scalable [ViZ95].
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2.5.3. HiperLAN
HiperLAN is a standard for wireless LANs defined by the European
Telecommunications

Standards Institute (ETSI).

The HiperLAN MAC protocol

[ALM98] features a QoS support mechanism in the form of a dynamic priority scheme.
The priority of a frame is calculated dynamically according to a predetermined mapping
that takes into account both the initial user priority and the frame lifetime remaining.
Frames that cannot be delivered within the allocated lifetime are discarded. The protocol
also features a collision avoidance scheme similar to that of IEEE 802.11 MAC.
A station is allowed to transmit immediately if it senses the channel to be idle for
IFG. Each data frame transmission must be explicitly acknowledged by the receiving
station.

If, however, the station senses a busy channel, it undergoes a prioritization

mechanism at the end of ongoing transmission. It waits for the channel to be idle for p
slots where p is the priority assigned to the frame. If the channel is sensed idle for p slots,
the station transmits a burst in p + 1 slot, otherwise it stops contending and waits for the
next contention cycle. All stations that transmit a burst in this phase again transmit a
burst of B slots where B is a random variable with an exponential distribution. Following
its burst if a station observes a busy channel, it forgoes contention and waits for the next
contention cycle; otherwise it waits for a random number of slots before transmitting its
frame. Once again if it senses a transmission while waiting, the station defers contention
and waits for the next contention cycle.
This scheme is an improvement over the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol. It features
both a collision avoidance scheme and a QoS support mechanism for real-time frames.
Collision avoidance incurs a huge overhead, which is justified in a wireless medium
where collisions can only be identified after the receiving station performs an error check
on the received frame but not in a wire-line medium where collision detection mechanism
is available. There is also a large overhead involved with keeping the time-to-live value
stamp for each frame (this has to be updated before each contention cycle).
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3. Throughput Analysis for Ternary-Tree Splitting and BEB
In this section, we compare the throughput performances of Binary Exponential
Backoff (BEB) and ternary-tree splitting collision resolution methods in slotted
CSMA/CD.

In TBEB, a station involved in collision waits a random number of slots

which is uniformly distributed between 0 and

2 min(k, 10)

- 1 where k is the number of

collisions suffered by the frame, before it tries to retransmit the frame.
backoff period is uniformly distributed between 0 and

2k -

In BEB, the

1. Since the truncated nature

of TBEB only occurs rarely and it makes the analysis complicated, we only analyze BEB
for the sake of simplicity. Ternary-tree splitting is the collision resolution method for
DFPQ as well as the protocol developed in this thesis. An analytical comparison would
serve to highlight the differences in the two fundamentally different collision resolution
approaches and to shed light on later simulation results. The analysis for BEB is based on
the work of Tobagi and Hunt [ToH80] and the same approach is used for ternary-tree
splitting. It is assumed that there is an infinite population of users. The frame arrival is a
Poisson process with a given mean arrival rate.

3.1. BEB analysis
The channel alternates between busy periods (containing successful transmission
and collision periods) and idle periods. The success or failure of a transmission period in
the busy period depends only upon the length of the preceding transmission period.
Given the transmission period is of length x, the length of the remainder of the busy
period is a function of x and its average is denoted by B(x). Similarly, the average time
that the channel is carrying successful transmissions in the remainder of the busy period is
denoted by U(x). The average length of an idle period I is c/(1-e-g) [RoS90], where r is
the propagation delay. Let an(x) give the probability of n arrivals in a period of length x.
Then,
B(x)=

a1(x) [T +r+[1-ao(T+r)] -B(T +r)]+ 1- a,(x)
1-ao (x)
1-ao(x)
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+r+[1-a 0 (y+r)]-B(y-+r)]

U(x)=

a,(x)
-ao(x)

[T+[1-ao(T+)]-U(T+r)]+
I1-

aI(x)
Il-ao (x)

[1-ao(y

)B(y+r)]

The first term in the expression for B(x) corresponds to a single packet arriving
during x in which case its transmission takes T +r time. If there is at least one arrival in
T + - (given by probability 1- ao(T + T)), the remainder of the busy period is denoted by
B(T +

t).

The second term corresponds to more than one packet arriving during x, in

which case the busy period is of length y + -c. If there is at least one packet arrival during
this time, the remainder of the busy period is given by B(y +).
The expression for U(x) is also similar except that in a transmission time of T + ,
the total utilized time is T, and in case of a collision, there is no utilized time. Note that
just like in the case of B(x), the additional utilized time is given by U(T + ) and U(y +).

The above set of equations can be solved by substituting for x = T +'T and x = Y +
- and finding an expression for B(T + ,), B(y + -c), U(T + r), and U(y + z). The system

throughput, S is given by
S_

U(1)
B(r) + I

3.2. Ternary-tree Splitting analysis
Ternary-tree splitting method can be analyzed in a similar manner, with one
notable difference. Whenever there is a collision, all the frames involved in a collision
are resolved before any newly arrived frames get transmitted. Therefore, the second
terms in the expressions for both B(x) and U(x) are different. The collision resolution
length (CRL), instead of being just y +,z as in the equations above, is a function of frame
multiplicity (number of frames involved in the collision) and the expected number of
cycles for that multiplicity before the collision is fully resolved. It is given by,

CR

x)= Ia,(x)-E(n)
n=2
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where E(n) is the expected length of the collision resolution period in ternary-tree
splitting for n frames. E(n) is derived from the work by Xu and Campbell [XuC93] and is
given by,

E(n)

1

ifn=OorL

= 1.5

ifn=2

.-2i "
1+k2

-E(k)

k
3(

otherwise

1-3(1-")

Since the collision resolution period (CRP) in ternary-tree splitting also involves
the successful transmission of the collided frames, its CRL is substantially longer than in
BEB and its utilization period, instead of being 0 as in the BEB equations for B(x) and
U(x), is equal to the successful transmission times for all collided frames.
The figure below plots throughput against offered load for BEB and ternary-tree
splitting. In case of ternary-tree splitting, we assume that any collision involving more
than 6 frames is negligible. Please see Appendix A.2 for the derivation of the throughput
plots. As can be seen from the plot, the throughput for BEB is significantly higher than
that for ternary-tree splitting method especially at higher offered loads. This observation
is also supported by simulation results (see Figure 6.2). The difference is due to higher
number of collisions in ternary-tree splitting than in BEB. Recall that in the ternary-tree
splitting method, all collided frames are transmitted first. Hence, it is more likely that
there will be a number of backlogged stations (that have frame arrivals during CRP)
immediately following the CRP; this would, in turn, lead to more collisions. In the case of
BEB, it schedules a collided frame to be transmitted in some future time, determined
randomly. Although unfair (capture effect), this process is very efficient in increasing the
overall system capacity and reducing collisions.
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of BEB Throughput against Ternary-Tree Splitting Throughput
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4. Objectives of Research
We have learned that many existing MAC protocols do not effectively address the
problem of fair medium contention resolution in home networks while also providing
QoS support to integrated traffic. The end objective of this research is to propose a MAC
protocol that would effectively address this problem.
We select the DFPQ MAC protocol, of HIPNA 2.0, as a starting point because of
its simplicity, as well as its ability to support priorities and deal with capture effect. The
protocol has, however, some undesirable deficiencies that could impair its performance in
home networks. For example, intra-priority collisions are excessive when the offered
load at any priority is high. Recall that the protocol has a rigid priority scheme, i.e. lower
priorities always defer to higher priorities. Hence it does not effectively provide QoS
guarantee for low priority users.

Specifically, inter-priority collision avoidance may

cause indefinite blocking to lower priority frames. And when only a few low priorities
are present, channel resources are wasted because the contention slots allocated to all
higher priorities must be waited out. Also since the scheme does not allow preemption,
even the delay suffered by higher priority frames may be large in the presence of large
data frames.
In this thesis, we aim to address the problem of excessive intra-priority collisions
in DFPQ system while preserving the distributed nature of the protocol. While we also
motivate some ways of addressing the indefinite blocking of lower priorities, we believe
our approach will resolve the problem to a large extent. Our protocol is distributed, i.e. it
does not require a central controller. This is very important from a design perspective
because it eliminates the problem of a single node failure. In centralized networks, if the
scheduler fails, the whole network goes down. A distributed network, on the other hand,
is able to bypass the problem because no single node is critical for the functioning of the
network. Besides, distributed networks are relatively easy to install.
The multiaccess communication model studied in this thesis is a distributed
system, which uses an Ethernet-like contention resolution scheme. It is assumed that
stations can sense the channel and hear their own transmission. In this scheme, there is
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no separate control channel, and no central scheduler with global knowledge coordinating
channel access for the users.

A major goal is to provide good delay and jitter

performance to real time traffic while also not unnecessarily penalizing data traffic.
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5. Distributed Dynamic Priority Queuing
As discussed in chapter 2, existing approaches do not adequately address the issue
of QoS provision in a distributed channel.

We propose a new protocol, called the

Distributed Dynamic Priority Queuing (DDPQ) in this section, which is an extension of
the DFPQ MAC protocol. The new protocol estimates the number of backlogged stations
at each priority and splits 8 priority slots among the priority levels such that chances of
collisions, both intra-priority and inter-priority, are minimized.

Note that this is in

contrast to the present DFPQ protocol which has static slot allocation scheme and which
resolves collisions only after they occur.

Collision resolution incurs a significant

overhead -- CSMA/CD collision detection length + 3 signal slots required for the partial
ordering of collided stations.
Our approach consists of estimating the number of backlogged stations associated
with each priority, dynamic slot allocation among the priorities based on the estimated
backlog number, and a distributed mechanism for the stations to synchronize their slot
allocation scheme. -The goal is to allocate contention slots among different priorities to
minimize intra-priority collisions while dynamically adapting to a changing mix of
offered loads associated with the priorities.

Each station encodes its slot allocation

scheme for the next contention cycle in a slot allocation profile. This profile is 2 bytes
long and is piggybacked to the transmitted frame by a successful station. All listening
stations check their profile against the transmitted one and, in case there is a difference,
they start a synchronizing process.
The flow charts in Figure 5.4 to Figure 5.21 describe the operation of DDPQ
MAC protocol. Just like in the DFPQ protocol, a new contention cycle starts after the
end of a successful transmission or after a collision. Each station has an estimate for the
number of backlogged stations in each priority. The estimation scheme is described in
section 5.4.

Based on the backlog number estimate, slots are allocated among the

priorities such that the instantaneous throughput for that contention cycle is maximized.
This slot allocation process is described in detail in section 5.5.
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5.1. Profile Synchronization
Stations coordinate among themselves in a distributed manner to synchronize
their slot allocation.

It is necessary to have a synchronizing mechanism in order to

correct erroneous stations and provide an initial slot allocation profile for stations that are
recently active. A synchronized slot allocation scheme also ensures that there are no
inter-priority collisions; inter-priority collisions are undesirable because they could lead
to unfair priority reversal i.e. lower priority frames could get transmitted before higher
priority frames.

Note that the DFPQ Collision Resolution process (see Figure 5.20)

employed by our protocol for resolving collisions assumes that all colliding frames have
the same priority. Hence, in the event of an inter-priority collision, lower priority frames
could get access to the channel before higher priority frames.
It is useful to clearly distinguish among the following profiles:
Null Profile: The profile that allocates no slot for any priority.
Initial Profile: The profile that allocates one slot for each priority.
Local Profile: The profile that is generated locally by a station and believed to be
the correct profile.
Advertised Profile: The profile that is piggybacked to the transmitted frame i.e.
the Local Profile of the transmitting station.
Contested Profile: An Advertised Profile that is different from the Local Profile of

one or more stations.
Global Profile: The profile that is most recently advertised and uncontested, i.e.
synchronized.
Figure 5.1 shows the state diagram for the profile synchronizing finite state
machine (FSM) of a station. A new station enters the updating state if it sees that there is
an ongoing transmission and that the system is synchronized. In this state, it inherits the
Advertised Profile as the Global Profile and uses it for contention resolution in the next

contention cycle. If the station acquires the channel, it passes a Null Profile. A Null
Profile piggybacked with the frame indicates all stations to use previous Global Profile
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for the next contention cycle. The new station remains in the updating state until its
Local Profile matches the Advertised Profile. If, however, no carrier sense is detected
until a timeout period, the station presumes that it is the first station to be transmitting in
the system and enters the newsync state. In this state, the station builds its arrival rate
estimate for each priority over a window period before transmitting its Local Profile.
Until then it transmits the Initial Profile. While in the new-sync state, if the station hears
a successful transmission and the Advertised Profile is different from the Initial Profile, it
determines that the system is synchronized and enters the updating state.

In both

updating and new-sync states the station refrains from jamming any profile.
An active station is in one of two states: normal and synchronizing. A station is
in the normal state if its profile is synchronized to the system. Whenever a station senses
a profile-jamming signal, it enters the synchronizing state. In synchronizing state, the
station resets its synchronizing counters and its arrival rate estimate for the priorities, and
it uses the Initial Profile to allocate slots for a period of window length.

The

synchronization counters of a station keep track of the number of times the station has
been jammed and the number of distinct stations it has jammed. These numbers are
useful in identifying a situation where a station is continuously erroneous.
Each station checks its Local Profile against the Advertised Profile.

If the

Advertised Profile matches the Local Profile of every station, the next contention cycle

occurs as specified by the Advertised Profile. If any station disagrees and it is in not a
new or updating station, it jams the channel as soon as the channel becomes idle and
triggers the synchronization state. The jamming signal has a pre-specified duration so
that it can be distinguished by all stations.
Note that whenever a profile jamming occurs, all stations reset. Resetting only
the station that initiates the jamming or the station that is jammed could lead to a situation
where all stations except an erroneous station reset. This could happen if all stations jam
when an erroneous station transmits or when a "correct" station is jammed by an
erroneous station.

In such a situation, the "correct" station may never be able to
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synchronize with the Advertised Profile of the erroneous station and will always remain
in the updating state.

SELF PROFILE
UNCONTESTED

OTHERWISE

PROFT E
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&& NO PROFILE
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OTHERWISE
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OTHERWISE

NORMAL STATE

Figure 5.1: Profile Synchronization FSM
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r%OHERWISE

Each station keeps two counters to count the number of times its profile has been
contested successively and the number of unique stations it has jammed. The purpose of
these counters is to identify an erroneous station. If a station has jammed certain number
of distinct stations, it is presumed to be erroneous. In that event, the station raises an
error flag and halts activity. When a station has been successively jammed for a certain
number of times, it ceases contention for one cycle so that some other station wins in the
next contention cycle. This condition preempts a cyclical situation wherein, after the
system has undergone the synchronizing process, the same station transmits and is
jammed by the same erroneous station. Note that the counter for stations jammed only
increases when a distinct station is jammed. In the situation outlined above, the system
will continually reset without actually moving the counter for distinct stations i.e. the
erroneous station is not detected.

If no station contends in that cycle, the station

initializes its counter and proceeds like a normal station. With this method the erroneous
station will eventually be detected when enough distinct stations transmit.
The synchronizing mechanism is presumed to occur only rarely and, in any case,
it will still give the same performance as DFPQ since the slot allocation scheme while the
system is synchronizing is the same as DFPQ.

5.2. Profile Encoding
An eight-priority slot allocation can be encoded with two bytes. The first byte
represents whether or not the priority corresponding to that position (decreasing from 7 to
0) has any slot allocation. A bit value of "1" means that the priority is allocated at least
one slot, while a value of "0" means no slot allocation for the priority. The second byte
represents where a priority change occurs, i.e. the slot has been allocated to a different
priority. Each time a change occurs, the next bit is flipped. Together the two bytes
include all the information contained in a slot allocation profile and can be decoded to
obtain the information. Figure 5.2 gives an example for encoding a slot allocation using
this algorithm.
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Fncoding the Allocation Profile

Figure 5.2: Example of Profile Encoding

We now proceed to prove the correctness of our encoding algorithm. We prove that there
exists a unique slot allocation scheme for any profile and vice versa.
i.

There is only one slot allocation scheme for a profile.
A slot allocation scheme would differ from another slot allocation scheme if
a. it has different mix of priorities that are allocated slots or
b. at least one priority that is allocated one or more slots has different number of
slots allocated to it.
If (a) were true, the first byte would be different since each bit represents whether
or not the corresponding priority is allocated any slot. If (b) were true, the second
byte would be different because the length of consecutive ones or zeros would be
different for that priority. Hence, no two different slot allocations can have the
same profile or that for any profile there is only one unique slot allocation.

ii.

There is only one profile for a slot allocation.
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Let us assume that there are two different profiles, A and B, for a slot allocation.
Either
a. A's first byte is different from that of B or
b. A's second byte is different from that of B
If (a) were true, there would be different mix of priorities in the slot allocation
corresponding to A from that of B. This is a contradiction. If (b) were true, the
priorities would have different number of slots allocated to them in A and B. This
is also a contradiction. Hence there can only be one profile for a slot allocation.
Since there is a bi-directional one-to-one mapping, the algorithm is correct.
Figure 5.16 shows the flow chart diagram for encoding the profile and Figure 5.19 shows
the flow chart decoding the profile.

5.3. Flow chart description
Figure 5.3 shows the flow chart for DDPQ MAC protocol. Just like in CSMA/CD
MAC protocol, it consists of a module wherein the MAC station initializes its system
parameters - DDPQ initialization. After initialization, the station enters the DDPQ
carriersense module where it waits for frame arrival. When the station has a frame to
transmit, it enters DDPQ collision avoidance process after sensing the channel to be idle
for IFG period. In the DDPQ collision avoidance process it randomly chooses one of the
slots assigned to its priority by the Global Profile. If the station is not blocked it
proceeds to the DDPQ transmission processing module; otherwise, it enters DDPQ
blocked processing module.
In DDPQ transmission processing module, the station piggybacks its Local

Profile for the next contention cycle with the frame and transmits it. In case of a
collision, it undergoes DFPQ collision resolution process. Based on the decision in the
DFPQ collision resolution process, it either discards the frame or retains it. It then
reverts back to DDPQ carriersense process.
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In DDPQ blocked processing module, the station checks its Local Profile against

the Advertised Profile and depending on the result decides whether or not to force profile
synchronizing process. It reverts back to DDPQ carrier sense process after exiting the
DDPQ blocked processing module.

We now describe each process individually.

DDPQ initialization:
Figure 5.4 shows the DDPQ initializationprocess. All the system parameters of
the MAC station are initialized in this process. The parameters and their initial values are
provided in Table 5.1. The station waits for a carrier sense. If it senses a successful
transmission and there is no profile-jamming signal, it enters the updating state and
inherits the Advertised Profile as its Global Profile. If it senses a successful transmission
followed by the profile-jamming signal, it enters the synchronizing state and uses the
Initial Profile as its Global Profile. If it does not sense a successful transmission by the
end of a timeout period, it enters the new-sync state and uses the Initial Profile as its
Global Profile.

DDPQ carrier sense:
Figure 5.5 shows the DDPQ carrier sense process. In this process, the station
first executes the DDPQ check synchronization process.

It then checks to see if its

transmit queue is empty i.e. there is no packet waiting to be sent.
If the queue is empty, the station waits until there is a packet arrival.

While

waiting, if it senses channel activity, it executes the DDPQ update transmission process.
Upon arrival, a new frame enters the DFPQ update backoff level process.
If the queue is not empty or there has been a new packet arrival, the station checks
to see if the channel has been idle for more than IFG period in which case it exits out of
the process. If the channel has not been idle for IFG period, the station waits until that is
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the case. Once again while waiting, if the station senses channel activity, it executes the
DDPQ update transmissionprocess.

DDPQ check synchronization:
Figure 5.6 shows the DDPQ check synchronization process. In this process, the
station checks the value of NOTINSYNC. A value of 1 would indicate that its Local
Profile is not consistent with the Advertised Profile and it jams the channel for tLsync
period to force a DDPQ profile synchronizing process. If the station detects a jamming
signal of duration t-sync, it enters the DDPQ profile synchronizing process. If no profilejamming signal is sensed, a listening station sets its Global Profile equal to the
Advertised Profile. In case of transmitting station, it only does so if it is in the normal
state.

DDPQ update transmission:
Figure 5.7 shows the DDPQ update transmission process.

In this process, the

station first executes the DFPQ update backoff level process.
If the channel activity is due to a collision, it exits out of the process.
If the channel activity is due to profile jamming, it executes the DDPQ check
synchronization process.
If the channel activity is due to a successful transmission, it gets its Local Profile
using the get profile process.

It then executes the DDPQ check profile process to

compare the profile with the Advertised Profile.

DDPQ check profile:
Figure 5.8 shows the DDPQ check profile process. In this process, the station
increments the TRANSMITTEDFRAMES[] counter for transmitted priority.
If it is in the synchronizing state, it exits out of the process.
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If the station is in the new-sync state, it checks to see if the Advertised Profile is
the same as the Initial Profile. If the profile is different, the station enters the updating
state and exits out of the process.
If the station is in neither of the two states above, it checks to see if its Local
Profile is the same as the Advertised Profile. If the profile is the same as the Advertised

Profile and the station is in the updating state, it changes its state to nonnal and initializes
all of its synchronizing counters. If the station is not in the updating state, it checks to
see if the transmitting station has been listed as one of the stations that it had jammed. If
so it decrements its STATIONSJAMMED counter. If the Local Profile is different than
the Advertised Profile, it checks to see if the Advertised Profile is a Null Profile. If so the

station sets the Advertised Profile to the Global Profile. Otherwise, the station checks to
see if it is in the updating state.

If it is not in the updating state, it sets its

NOTINSYNC to 1 before exiting out of the process.

DDPQ profile synchronizing:
Figure 5.9 shows the DDPQ profile synchronizing process. In this process, the
station uses the Initial Profile for contention and switches its state to synchronizing. If its
profile was contested, it increments the TOTALNUMBERJAMMED.

If it is the

station that jammed the channel and the station it jammed is a new one (i.e. not in its list
of

stations

jammed),

it

increments

its

STATIONSJAMMED

counter.

If

STATIONSJAMMED counter reaches its threshold value, the station raises an error flag
and halts activity.

Likewise if TOTALNUMBERJAMMED reaches its threshold

value, the station forgoes transmission for one contention cycle.

DFPQ update backoff level:
Figure 5.10 shows the DFPQ update backoff level process [FrHOO], [G.pntO0]. In
this process, the station checks to see if the frame waiting is newly arrived. If so, the
BACKOFFLEVEL value for the frame is determined by its MAXBACKOFFLEVEL
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value. Else if a collision is sensed and the station is not involved, the station waits out
three signal slots and the IFG period. This ensures that all stations defer while the system
is establishing partial order among the collided stations. If the collision is in the same
priority as the station or it is one of the collided stations, its BACKOFFLEVEL and
MAXBACKOFFLEVEL values are established based on the previous values and the
Backoff Signals seen before its signal slot (which is all if the frame did not itself collide).
If instead there is a valid transmission in the priority, its BACKOFFLEVEL and
MAXBACKOFF LEVEL values are decremented.

DDPQ collision avoidance:
Figure 5.11 shows the DDPQ collision avoidance process.

In this process, the

station checks to see if its BACKOFFLEVEL has a nonzero value. If so, the station is
blocked and it exits the process.

Otherwise it decodes the Global Profile. If the slot

allocated to its priority is 0, the station sets it temporary priority value to 8. Else it sets its

temporary priority value to be equal to the sum of the slots assigned to the higher
priorities and the random number chosen between 0 and the number of slots assigned to it
by the Global Profile. Having set the temporary priority value, the station waits out all
the higher priority slots. If any channel activity is detected, the station is blocked and it
exits the process. Otherwise, it enters the DDPQ transmissionprocessing.

DDPQ transmission processing:
Figure 5.12 shows the DDPQ transmissionprocessing process. In this process,
the station first gets its Local Profile for the next contention cycle using the DDPQ get

profile process. This profile is piggybacked with the frame and transmitted. If the station
is in the updating state, it transmits a Null Profile. If the station is in the synchronizing or
new-sync state, it transmits the Initial Profile. If a collision is detected, the station jams
the channel and enters the DFPQ Collision Resolution process.
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Otherwise it enters the

DFPQ update backoff level process to update its backoff level counters before exiting the
process.

DDPQ blocked processing:
Figure 5.13 shows the DDPQ blocked processing process. In this process, the
station first sets its BLOCKED variable to FALSE, thus ensuring that it is blocked for
only one contention cycle. It then gets its Local Profile using the DDPQ get profile
process.
While waiting for the channel to go idle, if the station senses a collision or a
successful transmission, it executes the DFPQ update backoff level process. If the carrier
sense was due to a successful transmission, it executes the DDPQ check profile process.

DDPQ get profile:
Figure 5.14 shows the DDPQ get profile process. In this process, the station
obtains estimate for the number of backlogged stations at each priority level using the
previous backlog number estimate, the number of packets successfully transmitted after
the last contention cycle (which is multiple if the priority level enters the collision
resolution interval), total waiting time since last contention cycle, and the arrival rate
estimate for the priority. It then executes the DDPQ assign slots and DDPQ encode
profile processes to optimally allocate slots among the priority levels and encode the
allocation.

DDPQ assign slots:
Figure 5.15 shows the DDPQ assign slots process. In this process, the station
allocates slots optimally among the 8 priority levels given the backlog number for each
priority.

In the first step, each priority is assigned slots equal to the number of

backlogged stations estimated for the priority going from the highest priority to the
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lowest. If the total number of slots allocated is equal to 8, slot allocation is completed. If
there are still extra slots remaining to be assigned, once again the station allocates slots to
each priority proceeding from the highest to the lowest such that the number equals the
number at which maximum ICT occurs. This number is given by x (= b + Lb/6i + 1)
where b is the number of backlogged stations for the priority.

Slot allocation is

completed when the total number of slots allocated is equal to 8. If there are still extra
slots remaining to be assigned, the remaining slots are assigned one slot per priority to the
idle priorities going from highest priority to the lowest until there is no more unallocated
slot.

DDPQ encode profile:
Figure 5.16 shows the DDPQ encode profile process. The slot allocation profile,
as specified by the DDPQ assign slots process, is encoded into two bytes. The first byte
is encoded by the DDPQ first byte allocation process and the second byte is encoded by
the DDPQ second byte allocationprocess.

DDPQ first byte allocation:
Figure 5.17 shows the DDPQ first byte allocationprocess. Each of the bits in the
first byte corresponds to the priority with the first one corresponding to the highest and
the last one corresponding to the lowest. A bit value of 1 denotes that at least one slot has
been allocated to the priority whereas a bit value of 0 denotes that there is no slot
allocated to the priority.

DDPQ second byte allocation:
Figure 5.18 shows the DDPQ second byte allocation process. The second byte
notifies how many slots have been allocated to each priority that has a one in its position
in the first byte. A list of consecutive ones or zeros indicates that the slots in those
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positions have been allocated to the same priority. The bit is flipped every time there is a
priority change. Proceeding from the first slot to the last (note there are eight slots) and
starting with a zero, the next bit is assigned the same value as the current if the next slot
is allocated to the same priority and reversed if the next slot is allocated to a different
priority.

DDPQ decode profile:
Figure 5.19 shows the DDPQ decode profile process. Two counters are specified
which track the first byte and the second byte. The bit value of the first byte denotes
whether or not the priority corresponding to the bit position is allocated any slot. The
second counter counts the number of consecutive ones or zeros which gives the number
of slots assigned to the corresponding priority (given by the first counter).

DFPQ collision resolution:
Figure 5.20 shows the DFPQ collision resolution process [FrHOO], [G.pntO0]. In
this process, the station chooses one of the three signal slots randomly. It then waits for
its signal slot in which it transmits a backoff signal. At the end of the three signal slots it
executes the DFPQ update backoff level process.

DDPQ Update Arrival Rates:
Figure 5.21 shows the DDPQ Update Arrival Rates process. This process runs
parallel to the main DDPQ process. Once every window length, the process updates the
estimate for the arrival rates of each priority using the exponential smoothing model. The
new estimate for a priority is a function of the old estimate and the transmission rate for
the priority as seen in the last window. The process also checks if the station has just
transitioned into the synchronizing state. If so, it resets the timer. If the station is in
synchronizing or new-sync state, it transitions into normal state after a window period
elapses.
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Initialized
Value
0

System Variable
QUIT
TOTALNUMBERJAMM
ED
STATIONSJAMMED

0

BACKOFF LEVEL
MAX BACKOFF LEVEL
ARRIVAL RATE[8]
BACKLOGGEDNUM[8]

0
0
0
0

NOTINSYNC

0

FRAMESTRANSMITTED
[8]

0

BLOCKED

0

FALSE

TEMPPRIORITY
TIMEWAITING[8]
LASTTRANSMITTED[8]
LASTCONT-TIME[8]

LASTTRANSMISSIONC
ONTESTED
LOCAL PROFILE[16]
ADVERTISED
PROFILE[16]
GLOBAL PROFILE[16]
PROFILE[16]
WINDOW
SLOTALLOCATED[8]

Comment
Variable which indicates whether the frame
should be discarded
Number of times the host's Advertised
Profile has been jammed consecutively
Number of distinct stations whose Advertised
Profile has been jammed by the host
Backoff Level
Maximum Backoff Level
Estimate for the arrival rates for each priority
Estimate for the backlogged stations at each
priority
Variable which indicates if the host's Local
Profile is not the same as the Advertised
Profile
Number of frames transmitted at each
priority in the last window

Variable which indicates if the host should

Current
Time

forgo transmission in the next contention
cycle
Priority dynamically assigned to the station
before each contention cycle
Time at each priority since its last non-CRP
transmission
Number of frames transmitted at each
priority since its last non-CRP transmission
Time at each priority when its last non-CRP
transmission occurred

0

Variable which indicates if the host's last

0
0

Advertised Profile was jammed
Local Profile Value
Advertised Profile Value

PRIORITY
VAL
0
0

0
0
10 ms
1

Global Profile Value
Profile Value used to determine contention
Length of the window period
Number of contention slots allocated to each
priority

Table 5.1: Initialization Parameters for DDPQ
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Figure 5.3: DDPQ MAC Protocol
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NO

C]

DDPQ
INITIALIZATION

QUIT:= FALSE
BLOCKED:= FALSE
MAXBACKOFFLEVEL:= 0
BACKOFFLEVEL :=0
ARRIVALRATE8] :={0}
BACKLOGGEDNUM8]:= {0}
WINDOW := 10ms
NOTINSYNC :=0
STATIONSJAMMED := 0
TOTALNUIVBERJAMMED =0
FRAMESTRANSMITTED8] := {0}
TEMPPRIORITY:= PRIORITY_VAL
BACKLOGGEDNU8] :={0}
TIMEWAJTIN[8]:= {0}
SLOT_ALOCATED[8] :={1}
LASTCONTlTIME:={0}
LASTTRANSMITTED[8] :={0}
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TRANSMISSION &&
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SUCCESSFUL
TRANSMISSION &&
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TIMEOUT PERIOD
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GLOBAL PR DFILE:= INITIAL
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STATE:= NEWSYNC
GLOBAL PROFILE:=
INITIAL PROFILE

Figure 5.4: DDPQ initialization process
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,
STATE:= UPDATING;
GLOBAL PROFILE:=
ADVERTiSED PROFILE;
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Figure 5.5: DDPQ carrier sense process
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Figure 5.6: DDPQ check synchronization process
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DDPQ GET PROFILE
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Figure 5.7: DDPQ update transmission process
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Figure 5.8: DDPQ check profile process
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GLOBAL PROFILE := INITIAL
PROFILE

DDPQ PROFILE
SYNCHRONIZING PROCESS

STATE := SYNCHRONIZING
ARRIVALRATE[ALL] := 0
BACKLOGGEDNUM[ALL] := 0
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Figure 5.9: DDPQ profile synchronizing process
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DFPQ
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Figure 5.10: DFPQ update backoff level process
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Figure 5.11: DDPQ collision avoidance process
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Figure 5.12: DDPQ transmission processing process
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Figure 5.13: DDPQ blocked processing process
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Figure 5.14: DDPQ get profile process
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Figure 5.15: DDPQ assign slots process
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Figure 5.16: DDPQ encode profile process
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Figure 5.17: DDPQ first byte allocation process
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Figure 5.18: DDPQ second byte allocation process
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Figure 5.19: DDPQ decode profile process
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Figure 5.20: DFPQ collision resolution process
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Figure 5.21: DDPQ update arrival rate process
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5.4. Method of Load Estimation
We use a simple exponential smoothing model to estimate the arrival rate at each
priority. Exponential smoothing model is a popular method for estimating a time series
in which the past data is discounted in a gradual fashion. It is assumed that frame arrival
for each priority is a Poisson process with a given rate. This rate is "locally stationary"
i.e. it changes very slowly. Given this assumption, the estimate of the arrival rate for a
priority is taken as a weighted sum of the previous estimate and the load in the trailing
window.
On start, all stations proceed in the same way as DFPQ MAC. The number of
successful transmissions of each priority class is monitored for a fixed window size and
this information is used to estimate the arrival rate of the priority for the window period.
Each station keeps an estimate for the arrival rate for every priority class.
Specifically,

gp(t)= w -gp(t -1)+ (1- w) -r(t)
rp(t)=

L

where,
g,(t) is the estimated arrival rate for priority p,
w is the weight assigned to the previous estimate,
r,(t) is the arrival rate in the last window,
n is the number of successful transmissions in the last window, and
L is the window length
Then,
Offered lcd(p)= (Np - kp) + gp(t)- Tp
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where,
N, is the number of estimated backlogged stations for priority p in the last
contention cycle,
kP is the number of successful transmission for the priority in the last contention
cycle, and
T, is the time elapsed from the last contention cycle to the present
When no transmission is perceived in the allocated slots for a priority, its
estimated backlog number for the previous cycle (N,) is initialized to 0. If a collision
resolution process (CRP) is ongoing, the estimated backlog number for the priority is set
at 1. This is because only those stations that have a Backoff Level value of 0 (as assigned
by the tree-splitting algorithm) can transmit during the CRP. Frames that arrive during
the CRP contend only after the process is over. Hence, in the contention cycle following
the CRP we set T, to be the length of the collision resolution cycle (contention cycle at
which collision occurred to the present). Similarly, we obtain N, from the contention
cycle before the collision and k, is set to the number of successful transmissions of the
priority in the CRP.
A new station or a resetting station waits at least one window period before it uses
its arrival rate estimates to obtain the estimate for the number of backlogged stations.
The value of w, the weight assigned to the previous estimate, in the equation above is
obtained through simulations. We started with w = 0.5 and perturbed it both ways in
steps of 0.1 to see the change in performance. It was found that w = 0.8 gives the best
performance in terms of delay and the number of intra-priority collisions. L, the length of
the window, is chosen such that it allows the resetting stations to synchronize quickly to
the system. Once again we started from a value of 15ms and again varied it both ways in
steps of ims. It was found that L = lOms gave the best performance, again in terms of
delay and the number of intra-priority collisions. Given the load estimation scheme, the
next step is to allocate slots among the priorities such that intra-priority collisions are
minimized.
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5.5. Optimal Slot Allocation
We define an instantaneous contention throughput (ICT), which is the ratio of the
probability of a success in an initial contention period to the expected length of the initial
ICT gives a measure of the slot expense for a likely success.

contention period.

Maximizing this ratio is equivalent to minimizing the probability of intra-priority
ICT

I -Ps(n, b) + 0 -Pc(n, b)
Ps(n, b) -s * + Pc(n, b) -c*

Ps(n, b)
Ps(n, b) -s* + Pc(n, b) -c

collision.
Where,
n is the number of slots allocated,
b is the number of backlogged stations,
P,(n,b) is the probability of success given n slot allocation for a backlog number b,
Pc(n,b) is the probability of collision given n slot allocation for a backlog number b,
s* is the expected number of slots for a successful transmission to occur given that there
is a success, and
c* is the expected number of slots for a collision to occur given that there is a collision in
the contention cycle.
The numerator in the expression above gives the probability of success in the
contention cycle whereas the denominator gives the total number of slots that are likely
be spent in the cycle. The expression, therefore, is the throughput of the system for the
contention cycle.
We now define individual terms in the equations below.

Pc(n,b) is the

complement of P,(n,b); hence the first equation. P,(n,b) is equal to 0, if the number of
slots allocated,n, is 0 or 1. In the expressions below, we only consider the cases where b
is greater than 1 as the cases where b is equal to 0 or 1 are trivial. If n is greater than 1,
then P,(n,b) is equal to the sum of the probabilities of first success happening in the yth
slot where y varies from I to n-i. For a first success to occur in the y th slot all preceding
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slots must be idle. Hence, the success cannot occur in last nth slot because, since all
preceding slots are idle, the slot must hold all b packets i.e. there will be a collision. The
probabilities of a success occurring in the slots are mutually exclusive; therefore, the
aggregate probability of success is a sum of the individual probabilities. The probability
of first success occurring in the yth slot, P(y), is given by the probability for the case
where one frame chooses the yth slot and all other frames choose the slots after the yth slot.
Note that in this manifestation, all slots preceding the yth slot will be idle.
s* is the expected length of the slots where a success occurs, given that there is a
success in the system. We obtain an expression for s* by summing the product of lengths
y, where y varies from 1 to n-1, with their respective probability of success P(y).

As

noted above, for a first success to occur in the yth slot all slots preceding y must be idle.
c* is expected length of the slots before a collision occurs, given that a system
experiences a collision. We obtain this expression by summing the product of lengths y,
where y varies from I to n, with their respective probability of collision C(y). C(y) gives
the probability that all slots preceding y are idle and at least two of the backlogged
stations will choose the yh slot. Note that collision could occur in any slot as indicated by
the range of y (I to n).

P s(n, b) = 1 - Pc(n, b)

P s(n, b)= 0

if n = 0 or I

n-i

P(y)

=
y=

otherwise

1

n-I

S

y.P(y)

=
y=

1

n

c*

y - C(y)
y =1

P(y)

=n

I

n

n

b
2

2

n -b-

n

-2
n
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We have determined, via numerical computation, that for a given number of
backlogged stations associated with a given priority, this ratio achieves a maximum value
with a unique allocation (see Figure 5.21), and that this allocation is related to the given
number of backlogged stations almost linearly for a practical range of this number (see
Figure 5.22).

This enables an optimization scheme for slot allocations among the

priorities.
It is unlikely that in a home environment, even with increasingly networked
appliances, there will be any more than 15 stations transmitting in the same priority level.
With that assumption, as can be seen from Figure 5.22, the relationship between the
backlog number and the slot allocation at which ICT is maximized is almost linear. An
approximation for this relationship is given by the following equation
m

=

b + Lb/6i+ 1

(a)

where m is the number of slots at which maximum ICT occurs, b is the estimated number
of backlogged stations. This relationship holds for all cases where b is less than 17.
The slot allocation at which ICT is maximized is only slightly higher than the
backlog number.

This is similar to the slotted ALOHA where the throughput is

maximized when the slot allocation is equal to the number of backlogged stations. Recall
that every contention cycle is of length eight priority slots divided in some way among
the priorities and is terminated by a success or a collision. Our calculation is for finite
station assumption where the number of stations contending at any contention slot is
given by the backlog number b. This is in contrast to the slotted ALOHA system, which
assumes an infinite population of users, and where the throughput is a result of
observation on many slots [Rob75].

The system throughput when a finite number of

users are transmitting is higher than the case where an infinite population of users is
assumed [TaK85]. This is evident from Figure 5.21 where the maximum ICT achieved
stabilizes around 0.6 which is higher than that of the slotted ALOHA where the
maximum value is upper bounded by 1/e.
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We have formulated an optimization problem, which maximizes the aggregate
ICT while favoring higher priority packets over lower priority ones. The objective is to
allocate slots in such a way that we maximize the ICT for each priority at every
contention period.

One method of optimization would be to use the Greedy method

[CLR90].
The Greedy algorithm is a local optimization method. It assumes that the path to
the best global optimum is a series of locally optimal steps. The principal advantage of
Greedy algorithms is that they are usually straightforward, easy to understand and
computationally very efficient. Because we know the ICT value of assigning one extra
slot for any priority, Greedy method will find the most optimal slot allocation.
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3

In a Greedy approach, we would start by allocating each priority m slots, where m
is equal to the number where its ICT is maximized. This number depends on the number
of backlogged stations and is given by equation (a).

If the sum of all the slots so

allocated is greater than 8, we de-allocate slots one at a time such that the aggregate
objective function (sum of all ICTs) is least decreased. While de-allocating the slots, we
want to favor higher priorities i.e. take slots away from lower priorities. This is because
higher priorities get access to the channel before lower priorities.

And because

contention cycle is terminated by a success or a collision, the probability of a success in
the cycle is greatly influenced by higher priorities; only in the event of an idle in all
higher priorities (due to incorrect estimates) does a lower priority frame get access to the
channel. Higher priorities could be favored by assigning them greater weights relative to
the lower priorities. In such a case, if a higher priority has the same backlog number as a
lower priority, the aggregate objective function would be least decreased when the next
slot is de-allocated from the lower priority. Contrast this to the case where the next slot is
de-allocated from the higher priority.

Since both priorities have the same backlog

number and they are initially assigned the same number of slots (where their ICT is
maximized), the probability of a success after de-allocation will be lower in the higher
priority. And since higher priority gets first access to the channel, the overall probability
of success in the contention cycle is less than would be the case if the slots were deallocated from the lower priority.
Such weight assignment mechanism is also consistent with the fact that higher
priority frames have a greater QoS need than lower priority frames. This optimization
technique, however, has a huge computational overhead because obtaining ICT for each
priority is computationally intensive. A simple method is presented which approximates
the greedy approach and which also incorporates a bias for the higher priorities.
From Figure 5.21 it is apparent that equating the number of slots allocated to the
backlog number is not the most optimal method since the greatest ICT for a priority
occurs slightly above the x = b point, where x is the number of slots allocated to the
priority and b is the backlog number. However, it can also be seen that the value of ICT
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at this point is not very far displaced from the maximum. Using this knowledge, we
develop a simple optimization method as described below (see Figure 5.15):
-

Proceed from the highest priority to the lowest. Assign slots to each priority equal to
their backlog number estimate. If the total number of slots allocated equals 8, slot
allocation is completed.

-

If there are more slots remaining to be assigned, once again proceed from highest
priority to the lowest. Assign slots to each priority such that the allocation equals the
number at which maximum ICT occurs. This number, denoted x, is given by x = m =
b + Lb/6] + 1, where b is the backlog number estimate for the priority. If b is equal to
1 or 0, the number at which maximum ICT occurs is the same as b. Slot allocation is
stopped when total number of slots allocated equals 8 or when the last priority is
reached whichever occurs first.

-

If there are still extra slots remaining to be assigned, the remaining slots are allocated
to idle priorities, one slot per priority, going from highest priority to the lowest. Slot
allocation is stopped as soon as the total number of slots allocated is equal to 8.
The motivation for allocating slots from highest priority to the lowest lies in the

fact that higher priority frames get first access to channel by virtue of their higher
priority. Note that any successful transmission or collision ends the contention cycle.
Hence in order to ensure higher priorities greater probability of successful transmission,
we allocate slots in a descending order of priority. Slots are first allocated equal to the
backlog number estimate. The reason being even though not maximum, the value of ICT
at x = b, where x is the number of slots allocated and b is the backlog number estimate, is
very close to the maximum and hence presents an easy starting point for optimization.
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6. Simulation
An event-based simulation was written in OPNET2 to model CSMA/CD, DFPQ
and DDPQ MAC protocols. The simulation parameters are defined in section 6.1. In our
simulation runs, we measure the system throughput, mean access delay and access jitter
for a given offered load. Access delay is the delay from when a frame is ready to transmit
till the time it is transmitted i.e. it gives a measure of the service time for the frame in the
system. Note that this delay is different from queue delay, which is measured from the
time the frame is introduced into the queue till the time it is transmitted. Because a frame
has to wait in the queue until all the frames before it is transmitted, its queue delay can
grow unbounded when the offered load exceeds the queue service rate. This wait time is
not incorporated in the access delay.
We have chosen three scenarios for our simulation studies.

In the first two

scenarios we limit contention to a single priority level. We choose a priority level of 7 so
that stations will not have to wait out any higher priority slots in DFPQ and DDPQ
protocols. This allows for a fair comparison with CSMA/CD, which has a first-comefirst-serve scheduling mechanism. Limiting contention to a single priority level allows us
to observe the effectiveness of DDPQ protocol in minimizing intra-priority collisions and
how the performance compares against other two protocols while the system offered load
or the number of stations varies.

In one scenario, we keep the number of stations

constant, but vary the offered load. In another scenario, we keep the offered load of each
station constant but vary the number of stations. The offered load is the same for all
stations. In the third scenario, we look at the performance of the protocols when different
priorities are present. Specifically, three priorities are used to simulate three prevalent
traffics in home networks--voice, video, and data. Voice frames have the highest priority
of 7. Video frames have the next highest priority 6. And data frames have the next
priority 6. This case is more complicated than the first two scenarios discussed because
the delay associated with a frame at any priority is dependent not only on the number of
collisions in its priority but also on the delay characteristics of all higher priorities. For
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this case, we only look at the situation where the number of stations remains constant and
the offered load is varied.
Each of the scenarios was run for the DDPQ, DFPQ and CSMA/CD MAC
protocols. The test was run three times, each time under different initial seed value for
the random number generator. The random number generator is used by the simulation
program to generate packet arrival times, to allow collided stations to choose one of the
three signal slots and in the case of DDPQ, allow stations to choose one of the allocated
slots.

The random number generator draws from a single random number sequence

initialized with the value of the seed environment attribute.

Choosing different seed

values essentially changes the random number sequence i.e. the new simulation run is
different from previous runs. By averaging over three simulation runs, we attempt to
make our simulation results more accurate. It was stopped when either the mean delay
achieved a stable value or the system showed that the delay was unbounded. This time
frame usually varied between 30 see to 50 sec.
Figure 6.1 shows a snapshot of the simulated network derived from the OPNET
simulator.

voi ce stn-

voice_

video-stn_1

tn_1

vOice stn_.2 voice

data-stn_0

datastn_1

Figure 6.1: Simulated Network

OPNET is a registered trademark of MIL3, Inc.
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6.1. Simulation Parameters
Parameters for the traffic sources:
Traffic
Data
Voice
Video

Arrival Process
Poisson Process
Constant
Constant

Arrival Rate
Variable
64 Kbps
Constant

Table 6.1: Parameters for Traffic Sources

General channel parameters:
Parameter

Symbol

Nominal Value

Slot time
Interframe Gap

t'1o
tfg

512 bits
96 bits

Jam Signal
Overhead bits per frame
Channel bit rate
Path delay

t,
H
r,
-c

32 bits
208 bits
10 Mbps
2.3 gs

Table 6.2: General Channel

Parameters unique to DFPQ and DDPQ:
Symbol
t,
to,

Parameter
Priority Slot
Signal Slot

Nominal Value
19 [ts
26 gs

Table 6.3: Parameters unique to DFPQ and DDPQ

Parameters unique to DDPQ:
Parameter
Profile

Symbol

Nominal Value
16 bits

Window
Profile Synchronizing Jam

to

5 ms
25 bits

t,,

Table 6.4: Parameters unique to DDPQ
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6.2. Simulation Results and Discussions
In the scenarios simulated, we see that DDPQ performs better than both DFPQ
and CSMA/CD protocols. In general, compared to DFPQ the access delay and jitter are
better in DDPQ and it also obtains a higher system throughput. Hence, DDPQ is more
suited to real-time applications than DFPQ.

Comparison with CSMA/CD is very

interesting because although the protocol does not have QoS support, it obtains a better
system throughput than the other two protocols.

However, the performance of

CSMA/CD is very poor for integrated traffic conditions and it also suffers from the
capture effect at high offered loads, which makes it particularly unsuitable for real-time
traffics.
An important observation from scenarios 1 and 2 is that while the delay for
CSMA/CD is much better than that for DDPQ and DFPQ protocols, its jitter is
significantly worse. The explanation, which is taken up in detail during the discussions
of individual simulation scenario results, lies in the collision resolution characteristics of
the protocols.

Binary Exponential Backoff is partial to recently arrived frames while

resolving collisions. This means that the mean delay for a frame in CSMA/CD would be
less when compared to the ternary-tree splitting method but the worst case delay would be
considerably inferior since some frames will have to wait unnecessarily long before
getting access to the channel.

And the delay statistics does not even incorporate the

delays of the frames that suffer excessive (more than 16) collisions and are dropped. In
the case of DDPQ and DFPQ, all frames contribute to the statistics as no frames are
dropped because of excessive collisions.

The worst case delay is what makes the

CSMA/CD MAC protocol unsuitable for integrated traffic.
All of the plots presented in this section show performance measures as a function
of the offered load or the number of stations in the system.
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6.2.1. Scenario #1
We first show the performance of the algorithm when contention is limited to the
same priority. The number of contending stations is kept constant. The mean arrival rate
is uniformly varied to adjust the offered load.
In Figure 6.2, the mean throughput of the network is shown vs. offered load. Note
that CSMA/CD has a much higher throughput compared to DFPQ and DDPQ. In fact,
the throughput for CSMA/CD approximates the offered load and maximizes at about 7.1
Mbps. In contrast, the throughputs for DDPQ and DFPQ protocols maximize at 4 Mbps
and 3.1 Mbps respectively.
Stations are more likely to collide in DDPQ and DFPQ protocol than in
CSMA/CD. Since all stations are transmitting in the highest priority level (in this regard
they observe a first-come-first serve scheduling mechanism like that of CSMA/CD), the
greater number of collisions is not due to the stations transmitting in the same priority
level. The reason, instead, lies in their collision resolution processes.

Note that the

Binary Exponential Backoff (BEB) algorithm schedules a collided frame to be
transmitted in some future time, determined randomly. Although unfair (capture effect),
this process is very efficient in increasing the overall system capacity and reducing
collisions. Newly arrived stations do not wait for the collided stations to be transmitted
before attempting contention. This means there are no newly arrived frames queued due
to the ongoing collision resolution period (CRP).
In the case of ternary-tree splitting method, all collided frames are transmitted
first. Newly arrived frames wait until all collided frames get transmitted. Hence, it is
more likely that there will be a number of backlogged stations immediately following a
CRP; this would, in turn, lead to more collisions. In fact, the dynamic slot allocation
scheme is partially motivated by this shortcoming of ternary-tree splitting. Note also that
the range over which the collided station chooses a backoff period--between 0 and 2"-1
where n is the number of collisions for the frame--increases with n for CSMA/CD. This
is in contrast to DDPQ or DFPQ, where stations always choose one of the three signal
slots regardless of the number of times the frame has collided. Hence, the probability that
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two colliding stations will choose the same backoff period is lesser in CSMA/CD than in
DDPQ or DFPQ, especially when the frames have collided more than once.
Since DDPQ estimates the number of backlogged stations and allocates slots
based on the estimate, it observes much lesser intra-priority collisions than DFPQ MAC
protocol. The reduced overall collision overhead in DDPQ gives it a better throughout
performance than DFPQ.
At higher offered loads, the capture effect of BEB process reduces the number of
contending stations for periods of time (capture effect), thus resulting in lower collision
resolution overhead for the system.
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Figure 6.2: Scenario #1 Throughput vs. Offered Load
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Figure 6.3 shows mean access delay vs. offered load. The mean access delay for
CSMA/CD falls after a point, again because the captured stations don't have a chance to
contribute as often to the delay statistics. Also note that any frame that collides more
than 16 times is discarded. The lower mean access delay for CSMA/CD is also due to the
reduced number of collisions in CSMA/CD compared to DFPQ and DDPQ. Collided
frames have to undergo the signal slots to establish partial ordering and wait for their turn
before being able to access the channel.

Hence, they have longer delays. The mean

delays for DDPQ and DFPQ saturate at about 1.8 ms and 2.1 ms respectively.

The

saturation is mainly due to the fact that all collided frames are transmitted before the
newly arrived frames. The number of collisions per packet is lower in DDPQ than in
DFPQ due to dynamic slot allocation, and hence frames are transmitted faster.
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Figure 6.3: Scenario #1 Mean Access Delay vs. Offered Load
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Figure 6.4 shows the access jitter vs. the offered load. Recall that jitter represents
the difference between the highest and the lowest delay. It, therefore, gives us a sense of
the worst case delay. The jitter of CSMA/CD increases exponentially to the point where
it becomes unstable. At higher loads, it is about 6 times greater than that for DFPQ and
about 15 times greater than DDPQ. Because of the unfairness in channel access due to
capture effect, some frames suffer very long delays while others only suffer marginal
delays before transmission. So the average delay may be small compared to DDPQ and
DFPQ but the jitter and, therefore, the worst case delay is much larger.
In contrast, both DFPQ and DDPQ have frame delays that saturate. The
jitter for DFPQ saturates at about 44 ms and the jitter for DDPQ saturates at about 18 ms.
The bounded delay is mainly due to the fact that all collided frames are transmitted before
the newly arrived frames. Bounded jitter is better for real-time traffic. The jitter for
DFPQ is more than twice that of DDPQ, again due to greater collision per frame.
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Figure 6.4: Scenario #1 Jitter vs. Offered Load
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6.2.2. Scenario #2
We keep the offered load constant at about 5.84 Mbps. We vary the number of
stations transmitting in a priority from 2 to 10. Note that all stations are transmitting in
the same priority.
Figure 6.5 shows the system throughput against the number of stations. As can be
seen across all three protocols, the throughput decreases as the number of stations
increases. This is mainly due to the fact that inter-priority collisions increase with the
number of stations. Collision resolution requires system resources and, therefore, reduces
the overall system throughput. At large number of stations, the system throughput for
CSMA/CD is greater than that for DFPQ by about 2 Mbps and than that for DDPQ by
about 1.5 Mbps. As explained in the first scenario, this is because the BEB method, even
though unfair, is very efficient in resolving collisions compared to the ternary tree
splitting method.

Since DDPQ estimates the number of backlogged frames at each

contention cycle, it sees a lower number of collisions than DFPQ and, hence, achieves a
greater system throughput.
Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7 show the plot of the access delay and jitter respectively.
The delay and jitter for all three protocols worsen as the number of stations increases. In
case of DDPQ and DFPQ, this delay increase is almost linear. The number of collisions
increases with the population of stations since it is more likely that more than one station
will transmit at the same time. Likewise, the number of frames involved in a collision
also increases. For a small range of numbers involved in a collision (from 2 to 10 frames)
the expected length of collision resolution interval (CRI) increases linearly with the
number [XuC93]. In the case of ternary-tree splitting, CRI denotes a collision resolution
attempt through partial ordering. For example if 4 frames are involved in a collision, the
CRI will be greater than 1. This is because at least 2 frames will choose the same slot
and, therefore, collide again. Recall that each of the frames has to choose one of the 3
signal slots. DDPQ, by virtue of its dynamic slot allocation and, therefore, reduced intrapriority collisions, exhibits a better delay and jitter performance than DFPQ.
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CSMA/CD gives a better delay performance than DDPQ and DFPQ. This is
because when offered load is kept constant and the number of stations is varied, the
ternary-tree splitting method's performance suffers considerably compared to BEB. The
number of frames involved in a collision increases with the number of stations and so
does the length of CRP. More frames will accumulate in the mean time, which will lead
to more collisions. This is in contrast to BEB, where such frame buildup is not present
and hence collisions are fewer and smaller in the number of frames involved. With BEB
when the number of stations is small, some collided frames wait longer both due to the
capture effect. Hence, the corresponding jitter is worse than that for DDPQ and DFPQ.
At higher number of stations, capture effect is not present because each station has a
smaller offered load and hence jitter performance is comparable to the other protocols.
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6.2.3. Scenario #3
We now evaluate the performance of the algorithm for situations where various
priority levels are present. In particular, we allow three priority classes. Voice traffic has
the highest priority of 7, video traffic has the second highest priority of 6 and data traffic
has a priority of 5. The number of stations is kept constant. Our simulation scenario
consists of 2 Video stations, 4 voice stations and 3 data stations, a realistic scenario for
home networks.
The sources with constant arrival rates, voice and video, are arranged so that they
schedule their packet arrival at around the same time. The arrival rate at each station is
different and approximates its application. For example, in the case of the video stations
the arrival rate varies from 500 to 1800 packets per second. That is a variation from
about 584 Kbps to 1.52 Mbps. In case of data stations, the arrival rate varies from 200 to
700 packets per second (234 Kbps to 818 Kbps). In case of voice station, the variation is
from 50 to 300 packets per second (58 Kbps to 350 Kbps). We vary the mean arrival rate
at each station to adjust the offered load. The proportion of each traffic in the overall
offered load is kept roughly constant.
Figure 6.8 shows the plot of system throughput vs. the offered load. Once again
we see that the throughput for CSMA/CD nearly matches the offered load and is higher
than other protocols. DFPQ saturates at around 4.2 Mbps and DDPQ saturates at around
4.6 Mbps. Collisions are more likely in DFPQ and DDPQ than in CSMA/CD and the
lower priorities have to wait out the higher priority slots.

This is not the case in

CSMA/CD. DDPQ has a better throughput performance than DFPQ because of reduced
intra-priority collisions.
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Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 depict the delay and jitter performance respectively for
all three priority classes. While the results for individual priorities are presented in
subsequent figures, the plots serve to show the comparative delay and jitter performances
for the three priorities. As expected, voice and video frames which are assigned higher
priorities have much better delay and jitter than data frames. Since data frames access
channel only after video frames which occupy the bulk of the system throughput, its
performance is significantly worse. In case of CSMA/CD there is no priority distinction;
hence, all frames undergo the same delay and jitter performance.
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Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12 show the mean access delay and jitter for voice
frames vs. the offered load. Since CSMA/CD does not have a priority framework, its
shows a uniform delay and jitter performance for all three traffics. The jitter performance
of CSMA/CD is unsuitable for real-time traffic. In fact, even for an offered load of 4
Mbps the worst case delay is more than 100 ms, which is substantially greater than what
is tolerated by voice and video frames (5 ms). The bad jitter performance is because the
delay of voice frames in CSMA/CD depends on the overall offered load as all frames are
treated equally. This is unlike DFPQ and DDPQ where voice frames get a preferential
treatment (highest priority).

Hence, voice frames experience good delay and jitter

performances in those protocols. Because the offered load for voice frames are relatively
low, both DFPQ and DDPQ exhibit similar delay and jitter characteristics. Note that the
low offered load means that the backlog number for voice priority at any contention cycle
will be low, most likely either 0 or 1. In such a case, DDPQ allocates either 0 or 1 slots,
most likely 1 because extra slots are distributed among idle priorities going from the
highest to the lowest. Hence, we see identical performances in the two protocols for
voice frames.
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Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14 show the mean access delay and jitter for video
frames vs. the offered load.

Once again the video frames experience a bad jitter

performance in CSMA/CD because of the lack of differentiated service scheme. At low
offered loads, both DFPQ and DDPQ have similar delay and jitter performance.

As

explained in the explanation for voice frames, the slot allocation scheme of DDPQ
approximates DFPQ when the offered load is low. At higher offered loads, dynamic slot
allocation reduces the collision overhead and, hence, DDPQ gives a better delay and jitter
performance than DFPQ.
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Figure 6.15 and Figure 6.16 show the mean access delay and jitter for data frames
vs. the offered load. In CSMA/CD data frames contend with video and voice frames
whenever they are ready to transmit instead of deferring until there are no higher priority
frames present. Contrast this to the case in DFPQ and DDPQ where the data frames have
to wait until all waiting voice and video frames are transmitted. Consequently, the access
delay for a data frame in DFPQ and DDPQ would incorporate the access delays of all
waiting video and voice frames.

Hence, data traffic has the best performance in

CSMA/CD.
The delay and jitter performance of DDPQ is superior to that of DFPQ because it
allocates slots dynamically so as to minimize intra-priority collisions for all priorities.
Lower collisions mean smaller access delay for the frames in the priority and since access
delay also incorporates the access delays for higher priorities, lower priority frames
perform better in DDPQ than in DFPQ.
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7. Conclusion
The problem facing a distributed LAN system is the fair resolution of medium
contention among different traffic flows with diverse QoS requirements. Frames in realtime flows have a very strict delay and jitter requirement; frames that are significantly
delayed cannot be used for reassembling the content and have to be discarded.

Data

frames, on the other hand, are non-real time and do not have a strict delay or jitter
requirement. Traditional LANs were originally designed for best-effort data transmission
and are not suitable for the QoS need of real-time multimedia traffic. In this thesis, we
have presented a new MAC protocol, DDPQ, which addresses this problem of providing
QoS to different traffic flows.
DDPQ represents an enhancement of an existing approach, the DFPQ, to provide
a better QoS capability to real-time traffic. It similarly utilizes 8 priorities for channel
contention and ternary-tree splitting mechanism for collision resolution. Collisions only
occur among frames of the same priority. Where the protocols differ is how they allocate
slots to the priorities. While DFPQ allocates contention slots in a static manner contention slot per priority in each contention cycle -

one

DDPQ allocates variable number

of contention slots based on the estimate of backlogged stations on each priority. The
goal is to dynamically allocate contention slots such that intra-priority collisions are
minimized. The protocol keeps an estimate of the offered load at each priority, wherein
the offered load is updated every window length.
DDPQ proposes a dynamic contention slot allocation, similar to the method
proposed by Ruszczyk, et. al. [RLC99a], [RLC99b]

However, DDPQ is a distributed

protocol and utilizes ICT to find the preferred slot allocation. In Ruszczyk et. al., a
centralized scheduler determines the aggregate feedback for a priority class and
accordingly determines the preferred mini-slot allocation in the contention-based
reservation system.
Our simulation results show that DDPQ MAC protocol performs better than
DFPQ and CSMA/CD MAC protocols. CSMA/CD is a best effort service and as can be
seen from the simulation results, it does not provide QoS support for real-time traffic.
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Besides it also suffers from the capture effect phenomenon at higher offered loads. At
low backlog number, DDPQ performs similar to DFPQ; this is expected, as the
contention slot allocated by DDPQ approximates the contention slot allocation scheme of
DFPQ. At higher backlog numbers, DDPQ performs noticeably better than DFPQ. This
is because it allocates contention slots dynamically in each cycle, such that there is a
greater probability of success as compared to DFPQ, which always allocates one
contention slot per priority in each cycle. The cumulative effect is more apparent when a
mix of priorities are present. Since the delay and jitter performance at lower priorities are
related to that for higher priorities, one expects to see a markedly better performance for
lower priorities in DDPQ compared to DFPQ. Simulation results show that this is indeed
the case.
DFPQ adds a priority structure over CSMA/CD to give preference to real-time
frames over data frames.

DDPQ provides an enhancement to DFPQ such that it

dynamically adapts to changing offered load and hence has a more robust QoS capability.
Hence, by virtue of this enhancement DDPQ is more suited to home networks where
integrated traffic is prevalent.
Additional work on admission control is useful to further enhance the
performance of the DDPQ MAC protocol. Recall that the lower priority frames always
defer to higher priority frames. Hence, in order to ensure adequate performance for lower
priority frames, it is essential to limit the offered load at higher priorities.
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A. Appendix
In this Appendix, we provide additional description of the traffic sources used in
the performance evaluation simulations and Matlab codes for the algorithms used in the
thesis.

A.1 Traffic Sources
Three kinds of traffic sources are considered.
Voice Source Model

Voice source is modeled with two states: ON and OFF. The source is in the ON state
when the speaker is actually talking. While in this state, the source generates fixed length
packets (1 Kb) at regular intervals (1.56e-2). The source is in the OFF state when the
speaker is silent. While in this state the source does not generate any packet. The time
spent in ON and OFF states is exponentially distributed with mean U-1 (1.2s) and $-1
(1.8s) respectively.

YON

(X
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Data Source Model

Data source is modeled with one state. The source generates a packet every time it enters
the Generate state. Packet size (constant, uniform distribution, exponential distribution)
is dependent on the type of application. The arrival rate is exponentially distributed with
mean u-1.

Generate
Packet

Video Source Model

Video source is also modeled with one state.

But unlike data source that has an

exponential arrival rate, video source is modeled to have a constant arrival rate. The
packet sizes are also constant.

Generate
Packet
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A.2 Throughput for BEB and Ternary-Tree Splitting
of

Probability

packet

arrival

function[li] = get_a(num,time,arrival-rate)
delta = arrivalrate *
1 =

time;

(delta'num)*exp(-delta)/factorial(num);

Busy Period
function[1] = getB(time,arrivalrate)

T_suc = 1168/10000000;
IFG

=

0.000023;

T_col =
m = Tsuc

(32/10000000) + 3
+

*

IFG;

IFG;

CRM_2 = 1.5 * (IFG + 3 *
(2 * m);
CRM_3 = 2.25 * (IFG + 3 *
+ (3 * m) ;
CRM_4 = 3.11 5 * (IFG + 3
IFG))
+ (4 * M);
CRM_5 = 4.02 6 * (IFG + 3
IFG))
+ (5 * M);
CRM_6 = 4.95 1 * (IFG + 3
IFG))
+ (6 * M);

0.000026) + (0.5
0.000026) +

*

(1.25

(T-col
*

+ IFG))

(T_col

+

IFG))

*

0.000026) +

(2.115 *

(Thcol +

*

0.000026) +

(3.026 *

(Thcol +

*

0.000026)

+

(3.951 *

(Thcol +

%Collision Resolution Length for TERNARY TREE SPLITTING
%CRM = geta(2,time,arrivalrate) * CRM_2 +
geta(3,time,arrivalrate) * CRM_3 +
geta(4,time,arrivalrate) * CRM_4 +
get-a(5,time,arrivalrate) * CRM_5 +
geta(6,time,arrivalrate) * CRM_6;
%Collision Resolution Length for BEB
CRM = 0;
n = Tcol

+

IFG + CRM;

qn = geta(l,n,arrivalrate)/(l-geta(0,n,arrival-rate));
qm = geta(1,m,arrival rate)/(l-geta(0,m,arrival
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+

rate));

*
(1B_Num = ((qn*(m-n) + n)
* (1-qr)
get-a(0,n,arrival_ rate))/((1get_a (1,m,arrivalrate))*(get-a(0,n,arrivalrate)
get_a (1, n, arrivalrate)))) + ((qm*(m-n) + n)/(lget_a (1,m,arrivalrate)));

+

B_Denom = 1 -

((1-geta(0,m,arrivalrate)) *
geta(l,n,arrivalrate) * (1-qm)/(l-geta(l,m,arrivalbrate))
* (get_a(0,n,arrival rate) + get-a(l,n,arrival-rate)));
Bm = BNum/BDenom;
Bn = ((Bm * qn * (1 - get-a(O,n,arrival-rate)))
n)) + n)/(geta(0,n,arrival rate) +
get-a(1,n,arrivalrate));

+

(qn

*

(m

-

qt = geta(1,time,arrivalrate)/(lget-a(O,time,arrival-rate));

1

=

qt)

(qt * (m + ((1-get-a(0,m,arrival_rate)
* (n + ((1 - get-a(O,n,arrival-rate))

*

* Bm)))
Bn)));

+

((1-

Utilized Period
function[1] = getU(time,arrivalrate)
IFG

=

0.000023;

T_suc = 1168/10000000;
T_col =

m = Tsuc

(32/10000000) + 3*IFG;

+ IFG;

CRM_2 = 1.5 * (IFG + 3 *
(2 * i)
CRM_3 = 2.25 * (IFG + 3
+ (3 * m);
CRM_4 = 3.115 * (IFG + 3
IFG)) + (4 * m);
CRM_5 = 4.026 * (IFG + 3
IFG)) + (5 * m);
CRM_6 = 4.951 * (IFG + 3
IFG)) + (6 * m);

0.000026) +

(0.5

0.000026) +

*

*

(Tcol

(1.25 *

+ IFG))

(T-col + IFG))

*

0.000026) +

(2.115

*

(T-col +

*

0.000026) +

(3.026 *

(T-col +

*

0.000026) +

(3.951 *

(T-col +
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+

%Collision Resolution Length for TERNARY TREE SPLITTING
%CRM = get-a(2,time,arrival_rate) * CRM_2 +
get-a(3,time,arrivalrate) * CRM_3 +
get-a(4,time,arrivalrate) * CRM_4 +
get-a(5,time,arrivalrate) * CRM_5 +
get-a(6,time,arrivalrate) * CRM_6;
%Collision Resolution Length for BEB
CRM = 0;
n

T_col + IFG + CRM;

=

qn
qm

geta(l,n,arrivalrate)/(l-geta(0,n,arrival-rate));
=

geta(l,m,arrivalrate)/(l-get-a(0,m,arrivalirate));

T_u_col = 0;
%T_u_col = geta(2,time,arrivalrate) * (2 * Tsuc)
geta(3,time,arrivalrate) * (3 * Tsuc) +
geta(4,time,arrivalrate) * (4 * Tsuc) +
get-a(5,time,arrivalrate) * (5 * Tsuc) +
get-a(6,time,arrivalrate) * (6 * Tsuc)
U_n1 =

qm *

(T-suc -

T_u-col);

U_n2 = qn *

(T-suc -

T_u-col);

U_n3 = get-a(O,n,arrivalrate)+

+

geta(l,n,arrival-rate);

U_n4 = (1-qm) * (1-geta(0,n,arrival-rate))/(lgeta(l,m,arrivalrate));
UNum=
(Un4 *

((U-nl + Tu_col)/(l-geta(l,m,arrivalrate)))
(Un2 - T_u_col)/U-n3);

UDenom = 1 Um

=

+

(U-n4*qn*(l-geta(,m,arrivalrate))/U_n3);

UNum/UDenom;

Un = (U-n2 - T_u_col + (qn*(lget-a(O,m,arrival-rate))*Um))/U-n3;
qt = geta(l,time,arrivalrate)/(lget-a(O,time,arrival_rate));

1 = (qt

*

((1-qt)

*

(T-suc + ((1-geta(0,m,arrivalrate)) * Um))) +
(T-u-col + ((1 - get-a(O,n,arrivalrate)) * Un)));
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Throughput
function[1]
IFG
I=
B =
U =

= get-throughput(arrivalrate)

= 0.000023;
IFG/(1-exp(-arrivalrate*IFG));
getB(IFG,arrival_rate);
get_U(IFG,arrivalrate);

1 = U/(B

+ I);

Plot
i = 100:100:20000;
for
j
rh(j)
end

= 1:200
= getthroughput(i(j));

plot (i, rh)

A.3 Instantaneous Contention Throughput
function[1] = ICT(x,b)
if

b
1

0

==
=

0;

else
if x == 0
1 = 0;
else
if

b ==
if x

1
==

1

1;
else
1 = 0;
for i = 1:x,
1
((1/x)*(l/i))
end
end
1

=

else
if x == 1
1 = 0;
else
num-s =

0;
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+

1;

denomsuc = 0;
denomcoil = 0;
for y =

1:x-1,

nums = nums + ((x-y)^(b-1));
denomsuc + (y*((x-y)^(b-1)));
denomsuc
denomcoil = denomcoll + (y*((x-y+l)^(b-2)));
end
num = nums * b/(x^b);
denom-s

=

denom_c

=

1

=

num *
(1-num)

(denomsuc);
*

(denomcoll + x)

nums/(denom-s + denom-c);

end
end
end
end
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*

(b-1)/2;

